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Authors note

This is a personal history of my life and the influences, factors,

adventures, personal and professional trials and tribulations that

somehow resulted in the establishment of Safinah Ltd. and

ultimately Safinah Group.

It is based on my memories and therefore I am sure that some

aspects I recall “vie en rose” (rose tinted glasses were supplied by

Andy Hopkinson in the early days of Safinah).

I had the chance to work with, and meet, incredible people

with a passion for all things coating. I also got to see some aspects of

the underbelly of an industry where competition globally is so tight.

The great thing about the marine industry is that by definition

it is international as the assets (ships) simply roam the globe. As a

result I got to see engineers in over 40 countries trying to solve the

same problems and coming up with solutions that pushed

technology to the limit and adapted it to suit their needs and culture.

It was a true privilege to have a ringside seat.

While marine work was the core that started Safinah,

subsequent activities in the broader coating market have included

infrastructure, Oil and Gas, Civil Engineering work and other

transport sectors.

Above all it was fun.

Raouf

Northumberland 2022

c/o Safinah Group, 4 The Staithes, The Watermark, 

Gateshead NE11 9SN
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Dedication

This book is dedicated to all (family, friends, mentors,

employees/colleagues, associates, clients and not least investors)

who made Safinah possible. I thank you from the bottom 

of my heart.

“Carrying on an undertaking of great 
advantage, but nobody to know what it is.”

CHARLES MACKAY 1841 

“EXTRAORDINARY POPULAR DELUSIONS AND 

THE MADNESS OF CROWDS – THE SOUTH SEA BUBBLE STORY”

Special thanks to Rachel, Bob, Lisa, Brian and Keith 

for their reviews and comments.

A special thanks to Graham, Des and David at Infinite… for the

publishing of the book, the artwork and their support in

developing a world class brand over 20 years. 

www.infinitedesign.com
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1
How it began

“For an optimist the glass is half full, for 
a pessimist the glass is half empty, for an 
engineer, the glass was poorly specified!”

ANON
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An inauspicious beginning

I died at age three. The doctor left the operating theatre after

almost eight hours working to pick out pieces of my ruptured

appendix from my stomach. My body finally gave out and he left

the theatre and told my mother that I had succumbed to the acute

appendicitis, only to be interrupted by a nurse rushing out of the

theatre to inform him that my heart had started again. My mother

sat by my bed for three days while I was in a coma (my father was

away on business), and somehow I snapped out of it (I assume

with no discernible brain damage, but on the other hand many

people will be saying to themselves on reading this…Ah! that

explains it!).

First stories of the sea

The father of a good primary school friend and three-legged race

partner on sports day, and fellow cub scout, Bob Calow, used to

take me home before we went to cubs and his parents would

kindly feed me before we went. Mr Calow told me that he joined

the Navy during World War II because he could swim. He figured

that if his ship sank he would be OK. I was listening to this story

having asked him (I was about eight or nine yrs old and had been

in England about two years), why he had a bit of seaweed nailed

to the door of his shed and he told me about how you could use it

to tell the weather.

That is my earliest memory of wanting to know more about

ships and the sea. My family had moved to England in 1964 from

6
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The Kattan family outside the family home in 1965 – from left to right: 
Shehda – French and Spanish teacher, Nashwa – Textile designer, 

Haider – Schools auditor, the Author, Mother (Rasmia) – Geography teacher, 
Father (Karim) – Banker and shipping financial controller. 



Iraq as a result of the revolution/civil war. We moved to Ealing and

then in 1965, to what still is, at the time of writing , the family home

in Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire. 

Beaconsfield is about 80 miles from the nearest coast line

which was at least closer than the 400-odd miles from Baghdad

to the southern coast of Iraq. So it was in a nautical sense a step-

in the right direction.

I did not think much about the sea again until it came to me.

My father having been a banker in Iraq, became the London-based

finance director for a Pakistani-owned shipping company. As his

English was basic at the time, and given he had four children, we

would have to take it in turn to answer the phone each evening to

listen to the telephone operator dictating telegrams from ships

covering all matters from the weather to much needed supplies,

bunkers or crew changes. cargo details and charter rates etc. I

recall doing this most evenings until about the age of 15 or 16 and

the advent of the Fax Machine.

After that I do not really recall the sea intruding in my life

nor I in its, until one day being in the school playground I was in

the company of Paul Deschamps and Kim Temperly and they were

discussing their idea of joining the merchant navy and become

marine engineers, also my longest standing friend, Scott Grahame

had inklings to join the Royal Navy. For some reason that gripped

me and was supplemented by a presentation that the school took

us to, at the US Embassy (Grosvenor Square, London), about the

US Coast Guard. This had such an impact on me, that I went up to

the speaker and naively asked if I could get a job with them.

8
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I crewed for a friend (Simon Calvert) on a windy day in

Marlow in a few races (Enterprise Class) and we faired quite well,

given that I had no clue what I was doing and sailing has remained a

mystery to me. I met him again almost 50 years later to find that his

daughter had studied marine biology and did a final year dissertation

on copper based anti-fouling paint at Newcastle University.

By age 16 I was the owner of a small rubber dinghy, which I

had purchased at a knock down price from the local hardware

store where I was working on Saturdays (Goodrich’s – behind the

paint counter). The dinghy was called Topaz 3 and had been on

the top shelf in the shop, gathering dust and so I managed,

together with Chris Summerfield, to get a very good employee

discount to take it off the owner’s hands. In due course this was

supplemented by a two seater canoe. Fortunately my girlfriend of

the time (Kate Furness) and a fellow rugby club member (Phil

Haywood) were working in a small GRP factory near High

Wycombe, making a range of bespoke products. So, having hired a

mould, we built a two seater and subsequently a single seater, and

then I purchased another single seater. The early trips were at

Scott Grahame’s house in his small swimming pool (in Gerrards

Cross) and then a memorable trip down a part of the Thames

between several pubs as well as off the coast in Sandbanks, Dorset,

all of which resulted in many capsize events, I never really

mastered them but they were fun.
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At sea and an education

At 18 all my dreams came true. I failed spectacularly at A-Levels

thus simultaneously thwarting my parents ambitions (and their

dreams) for me to study medicine at university and opening the

door for me to join the merchant navy as a viable option. 

With help from Capt. John Metcalfe, who had become a

stalwart of the aforementioned shipping company, I was suitably

equipped with the requisite clothing and joined the cadet ship

Eastern Academy in 1974 as a trainee deck cadet. 

I loved every minute of it. I had in one fell swoop not only

found a career and a passion, but had discovered something I

really enjoyed other than rugby. 

10
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I did a four month stint at sea, and then came ashore to look

into the possibility of going to nautical college so that I could go

on to prepare for a second mates ticket. I chose Plymouth but I

cannot really recall why, however it was serendipity.

On the visit to Plymouth Polytechnic with my father, fate in

the shape of Capt. Len Fifield stepped into my life. Realising that

I had a few feeble passes at A-Level, he persuaded my father and

me that I was not really suited to a career on board ship but ashore

in a shipping company, and should sign up for their relatively new

degree course in Nautical Science. For reasons I cannot fully recall,

but possibly involving some parental pressures, I did. 

The following September rather than returning to sea,

I  found myself living on Mutley Plain and sitting in a lecture

theatre listening to a series of lectures by Messrs Yolland, Usher,

Cheesly, Douglas, Pope, Harley and Dazell among others, learning

about shipping and naval architecture alongside courses in

statistics etc.

While I enjoyed student life I struggled academically and

having only just managed to pass the first year (but excelled at

rugby). I took advantage of the sandwich course option and

returned to sea for a full 12 months. 

I believe that was the making of me and my personality in many

ways. They were amongst the happiest days of my life and while I

faced danger, I saw people injured and I saw people die in the course

of operating and running ships. I survived storms and went from

fearing them to relishing them. Above all I marvelled how a man-

made object could withstand so much of what nature could throw at

it. I also likely picked up minor signs of depression at that time.
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I was also spending most of my waking hours on deck chipping

rust and painting (if only I knew how that would serve me so well). 

It was in conversations with the Captains and First Officers,

that I realised how hard it was for them to balance their career

with a family life, and while I had no inkling at that time to marry.

I realised that I would need to consider a career ashore as a more

viable longer term option. It seemed I had started to think

strategically about the direction I wanted my life and career to

develop from the age of about 19 years old.

September 1976 saw me return to Plymouth with a newly

discovered motivation that all of a sudden made academic work

12
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easy and enjoyable (with the exception of topics that I could see I

would personally not have a use for in the career I wished to

pursue – which was ship management).

Two years later and much to my own surprise I was awarded

a 2:1 Honours Degree and felt disappointed to have missed a 1st

class. Even I could not fathom that change in my academic ability

and my real disappointment at missing a 1st class degree.

While there are many events and stories I could expound on

from my time at sea and at Plymouth that provided me with a

range of life experiences, suffice it to say, I thrived, I survived and

I was never arrested.
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End of final year exams drinks 
at Plymouth Polytechnic (Author is first on the left)
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2
If the suit does not fit!

“You can spend all your days in the grime,
converting your nickels to dimes and fill 

all your pockets till they overflow.”
JAMES BUFFET LYRICS 

FROM “DON’T CHU KNOW”, 1995
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I joined Gulf Shipping Lines in London as a Technical

Superintendent (owned by Messrs Gokal and where my father

worked). While it was a tremendous opportunity the suit and tie

were choking me from the first day.

I had been fortunate to have opportunities during vacation

time from Plymouth to take work placements in different

departments such as Operations, Bunkering, and finally the

Technical Dept. where I was fortunate to fall under the care of Mr

Ed Bright and Mr Eric Kingham, simply from a technical viewpoint

I had landed on my feet, they were tremendous mentors in the

technical aspects of ship operation and took a lot of time with to

educate me and give me opportunities to grow and their watchful

eye. Through them I was introduced to the intricacies of managing

the technical needs of ships and the demands of the brokers always

to fix any cargo to any ship (e.g. 3,000 sheep as deck cargo on a

General cargo ship comes to mind – it did however prove to be an

excellent way to remove paint from the deck, although the

estimated ten tonnes of excrement we removed after the voyage

from New Zealand to Dubai was not all joyful). I learnt how to

survey ships and how to review class records and many things that

would later stand me in good stead, including pre-purchase surveys

and the vagaries of the then paper based class records.

The shipping world was changing, and new upstarts like

Gulf Shipping Lines were growing, while older established firms

were in decline. I recall visiting a number of BP Border Class

tankers to do pre-purchase surveys and the shock the Captain and

crew experienced on learning we were there to buy the ships and

potentially end their careers with BP.

16
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I recall a hot summers day in 1982. I was wearing the

requisite suit and tie at the office in Bunhill Row in London and

basically dying in the office environment (that combined with a

1.5 hour each way commute to and from work) made me realise it

was time for a change to move forward. 

Office based work was clearly not for me, the formality was

to my mind stifling any creativity. I needed to be out and about and

I missed the physical activity of being at sea. 

In 1982, fate stepped in again in the form of a contract to

build eight Panamax bulk carriers at the Verolme shipyard in

Jacuacanga, Brazil. The company was in need of volunteers to go

out to supervise the build. I did not need to be asked twice and in

BEYOND THE PAIL
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short order I found myself arriving in Brazil and finding my way

to the shipyard and to the owner’s office to meet Alex Young and

Jack Robinson, both proper Geordies (first I had ever met – a lot

was lost in translation) who had spent their lives on the Tyne, Alex

I recall as a planner (at Swan Hunter) and Jack as a Ship Manager

(at Hawthorne Leslies). 

Given my total lack of experience, I was told that I would

have responsibility for paint! However, given that at that time

there were only three of us, I soon got involved in steel work

inspections and even undertook engine trials and propeller

approval (here I must say I recalled things from Plymouth that

18
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stood me in good stead and also made use of the Institute of

Marine Engineers little green booklets that basically provided

step-by-step guide to such activities). 

I learnt “on the hoof” and by the seat of my pants and I loved

it and enjoyed putting in long hours because of the fact that most

painting work was carried out at night.

I learnt as I went along how to manage, negotiate and control

a painting programme, and when the team was supplemented by

Peter Holding and Chris Hayes we were a happy band. 

I recall the football World Cup was on and Scotland were to

play Brazil and Scotland managed to score the first goal. In the

absence of any fireworks (it was a Brazilian tradition that they set

off fireworks when ever Brazil scored) we ran out into the street

jumping and cheering. Shortly after Brazil equalised and the house

came under innocent fireworks attack from all the locals. 

Although at the time I did not realise it, I also met my future

wife Denise (we married some 25 years later). She was working as

PA to directors of the shipyard and I fell in love with her the first

time I ever saw her (it took her a lot longer to fall for my rugged

charms and overcome the concerns of my being a foreigner).

I loved the work and enjoyed being a superintendent, but

looking at my colleagues I could see that I did not want to do this

for the rest of my life, and be at the mercy of work coming as and

when ships were ordered, and tempting as it was to live the rest

of my life in Brazil and be with Denise, I started looking to the

longer term again.

While among the happiest time in terms of career choice,

the workload and isolation from friends and family, played on my
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depression and as I look back I realise I had my first serious bouts

of depression during that time. 

My funniest memory was on day one, setting up my

inspection monitoring plan for the coating, asking to be supplied

with some coloured pins to use to mark up progress of various

activities for coating of blocks and areas. They arrived about 1 year

later as I was leaving the yard. In Brazil it required an adjustment

to a slower pace of life and culture. Some times you can’t rush

things and you know what, sometimes you do not have to, you

must simply enjoy the show.
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3
Dangerously overeducated

“Nothing ever becomes real until
it is experienced.” 

JOHN KEATS 1795-1821
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I am not exactly sure what motivated me. It might have been Dr

Lefevre the Operations Director at the yard in Brazil or my own

misguided belief in my academic abilities, but I got it into my head

that I wanted to study more. I do not rule out that I may have also

been motivated by the fact that I was in the employ of a company

that employed my father, and I wanted to show that I deserved to

be there on merit. 

Whatever the reasons I decided to apply for a Masters

degree. A sign of my ego at the time is that I only applied to four

places, MIT, Oxford, Cambridge and Newcastle Universities. It

was like all the competitiveness and passion I had for rugby,

transferred itself into the furtherance of my career and ambitions.

At that time, Oxford and Cambridge were unable to meet my

need to study aspects of naval architecture and shipping

(disappointing frankly). To my utter amazement I got offers from

both the MIT School of Ocean Engineering and the Dept. of Naval

Architecture and Shipbuilding at Newcastle University. The

Newcastle offer was sent to me by Dr Jim Teasdale, who would

ultimately play such an important role in my life and my career. 

I felt that I must grasp the bull by the horns and go for MIT.

So I hedged my bets, asking Newcastle to hold my offer for

one  year and go to do post graduate studies at MIT and see

what happens.

I discovered that Prof. Hank Marcus at MIT had

championed my application and fought hard to get me in.

However, the requisites were that I had to study advanced calculus

and marine hydrodynamics, two topics I had absolutely no interest

in and could not see where I would use them in my planned career. 

22
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I took the Shipping course taught by Prof. Marcus, the

Maritime Law course by Prof. Nyhart and the required courses in

Maths and Hydro. I passed all well and learned a lot, not least how

Prof. Marcus was able to make every student feel that they could

achieve what they wanted to.

In 1984 I decided to call it quits at MIT. I realised that the

other courses on offer were going to be too theoretical for me and

while a double masters was tempting (with an MBA from the

Sloane School of Management), I decided to cut my losses having

made one life long friend, Ellis Reid, and very happy memories. 
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On the Charles River, Cambridge Mass. 
at MIT trying to look intelligent



I returned to MIT years later to lecture the student cohort

on the coatings industry, and I very much enjoyed the brief return.

I only learnt recently that my father took out a second

mortgage on the family home to fund my sojourn in MIT and I

found myself feeling guilty that at the time, I may not have justified

the sacrifice made.

I had a nine-month break before the Newcastle MSc would

start, and so I went back to work out of the office in Geneva in the

Fleet Control and Coordination team. If my memory serves me

correctly we had about 74 owned ships and we were chartering

several hundred ships at that time, and Gulf Shipping had grown
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into a multifaceted enterprise owning and operating everything

from ships, ports, factories, time shares and fashion boutiques as

well as a significant share in Christian Dior at the time. 

I was re-united with an old Plymouth colleague, Bill Munro

and we passed a very pleasant summer in Switzerland working

hard and enjoying life. I had a nice apartment in what was the red

light district of Geneva and after about two to three weeks it finally

dawned on me why there were ladies at every corner wearing one

piece full length zipper ski suits all year round!

I was then sent to Greece to assist in the management of

repair projects at the Perama repair base (Piraeus) and spent

several instructive months under the able supervision of Mr

Panakos, a gum chewing, crazy driving Greek Cypriot, who would

not use one word when 100 would do. I learnt a lot from him

(including the hard braking capability of BMW cars), some good

practices, and had my first exposures to the seedier side of the

shipping and classification industries, as well as ship management

practices, above all he was a professional and very through in his

work and attention to detail. This set him apart from many of the

other superintendent reports I received and read during that time.

I also had my first experience of the Super-Yacht market with an

opportunity to visit the Goulandris’ Yacht (unofficially I had a tour

to find out how the other half really lived).

I learnt a lot and really enjoyed being out in the field again,

but also started to feel the need to put down some roots.

So in September 1984, I found myself in Newcastle upon

Tyne and my first words of Geordie were given to me by two very

young ladies outside a corner shop in Spittal Tongues “Gis a tab
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mister” after much repetition of the request and several hand

gestures, I realised they wanted cigarettes but given their age and

me being a non-smoker I had to respectfully decline their request.

The first day of the MSc Course saw eight of us (if I recall

correctly) in attendance, out of which one life long friend emerged

in the shape of Charlie Nisbet. The induction day was given by Dr Jim

Teasdale and Dr Bob Townsin (who was then head of department). 

It was in fact Bob Townsin I was keen to study under as he

had built up an international reputation for his work on Hull

Performance and with a fuel crisis in the forefront of many ship

owners minds (yes they keep having them) it seemed a good area

26
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to focus on. Bob was also working closely with International Paint

(IP) to assess the benefits of their new Self-Polishing Co-Polymer

(SPC) coatings with one of his researchers being Dr Tor Svensen

(later CEO of DNV GL), and Dr Alex Milne (inventor of the SPC

coating technology and subsequently the silicone foul release

technology, among others). 

Both Bob and Jim were like other academics at Newcastle

(Prof. Caldwell, Dr Buxton, Dr Glover etc.) world leaders in their

field and for a range of reasons I was drawn to shipbuilding and Jim

Teasdale. Perhaps because of my experiences in Brazil and Greece. 

Suffice it to say the choice of subjects suited me and I “sailed”

through with hard work and support. I recall trying to finish my

dissertation while the summer Olympics were on in Los Angeles. 

During that summer, an advert appeared in the Naval

Architect for a Senior Research Associate in the Department to

work with Jim Teasdale on the topic of Accuracy Control. The post

was sponsored by British Shipbuilders Performance Improvement

and Productivity (PIP) department headed by Dr Roger Vaughan.

I recall we all saw the advert and after a general chat I appear to

have taken a bet to apply for it to much general amusement. I

thought it may be a good way to have time to get an MBA from the

recently established Business School (oh how naive!).

To my utter amazement I was called for an interview and

offered the job (probably because I was the only one who applied,

but they all count). Walking back to the department I thought, I

could actually do a PhD and decided that is what I would go for.

However Gulf Shipping had paid me while I was at

university and so I had to meet with Mr Abbas Gokal (the CEO)
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who while disappointed, was accepting of my decision as it in

effect meant my departure from Gulf. I was aware at that time that

there were some challenges within the business and things were

not all they seemed, my father had either left or was in the process

of leaving the business by this time. The company subsequently

was central to the collapse of the BCCI bank in the early 90’s.

So I started my PhD, and learnt that Jim Teasdale had, with

some previous students (notably Dr Roger Vaughan and Mr

Mervyn Hargroves), established a company called A&P Appledore

International (APA) to provide consulting services for shipyard

design and operation, and that around 1985 it floated on the stock

market having had a critical role in establishing the Korean

Shipbuilding Industry. I dreamt then that I might be good enough

to work for them one day.

Jim was an excellent supervisor, in that he gave you your

head and allowed you to pursue your ideas with guidance when

needed but often left you to your own devices (a very different

approach to current practice). I found that I thrived. I took to the

subject and my statistics came in handy. I was awarded a travelling

scholarship to visit key Japanese yards to understand how they

applied accuracy control and was fortunate enough to meet Prof.

Richard Storch (University of Washington), who together with

Lou Chirillo were promoting the techniques forward in US

shipbuilding. So while I had had a passion for ships in general, it

now focussed on shipbuilding and I loved it. Along the way I got

married to my first wife and thought that in effect I was set and

would settle in Newcastle and become a life long academic.
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PhD graduation at Newcastle University with 
Dr Jim Teasdale my supervisor and mentor 1989
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Out into the big wide world
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On completion of my three year contract at university, I had not

finished writing up my PhD (along with 100’s of others) but

needed a job and was fortunate to find a paying job at what was

British Shipbuilders Training Ltd. in Govan (Scotland). I can state

categorically it was the worst job I ever had but a hell of a learning

experience. I was 28 years old and moved to Glasgow and worked

for an MD who I found I had neither respect for nor from whom

I would learn anything useful other than how far a man can push

what I considered moral limits to satisfy an ego.

No sooner had I joined, then the two stalwarts of the

management training team were unceremoniously made

redundant and I was left alone (with my secretary Mary Hain) to

try to learn how to make money and sell and give a range of

training courses to the industry as a whole. Everything from

presentation skills to problem solving and accuracy control. I had

modest success at least I learnt to sell after a fashion, but I hated

the politics of British Shipbuilders, the internal divisions and petty

power grabs.

I was joined in my adventure by Tom Ritchie, from whom I

learnt so much and found in him a kindred spirit with respect to

concept of quality improvement. I found myself in the position of

being asked by the managing director to be a part of the team to

acquire the business from British Shipbuilders as privatisation

under Margaret Thatcher took place. 

There were five of us two Toms, two Gerrys and me, so I

knew I was doomed and after a run in with the MD over strategy

and how we move forward I tendered my resignation one day

before British Shipbuilders would have made me redundant (I
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learnt about bad timing then). I had no job to go to…it was the best

decision I ever made in my life.

During this time Tom and I got involved with Glasgow

Business School who had set up a management consulting entity

based on Scandinavian philosophies and we undertook one very

memorable and successful consulting assignment with them to

investigate production problems at a beer can making plant (this

turned into a very popular case study for first years on my return

to academia as a lecturer).
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5
Choosing a career path

“Occupational hazard means 
occupation just not around.” 

JAMES BUFFET LYRICS FROM 

“A PIRATE LOOKS AT FORTY”, 1974
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I took six months to complete writing up my PhD which I was

awarded in 1991. I was examined by Dr Roger Vaughan of Swan

Hunter shipyard and Dr George Ward of British Maritime

Technologies (BMT). A 45 minute viva of which I think they

argued amongst themselves for about 30 minutes on the

importance of collaboration between design and production to

achieve high productivity. I had a few minor typos, which were

sorted out with a bottle of Tippex and a pen. I finished it just in

time for the UK shipbuilding industry to collapse.

I did not know what I would do next for work and started

to prepare my first learned paper for the North East Coast Institute

of Engineers and Shipbuilders off the back of the beer can study

which was brought to the attention of Mr John Lewis a Senior

Lecturer at Glasgow University and Prof. Jason Spender both from

the Business School. They offered me the opportunity to work

with them to build up a consulting arm of there, but while they

would give me a desk, secretarial support etc. I would in effect

have to earn my salary. 

At 33 (1989) I simply did not think I was going to be good

enough, I just did not know enough about consulting. No sooner

had I been approached by them I received a similar approach from

both Stirling University and Sunderland Polytechnic (which had

an established Quality Consulting company established by a

former shipbuilding colleague and research collaborator Colin

Jefferson). The Sunderland job offered a salary increase of some

£6k more than I had been earning, fate intervened. 

I got a call from a good friend (Mr Andrew Cort) to tell me

that the paper I was going to present at the North East Coast
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Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders (NECIES) will have a first

question posed by Prof. George Snaith, and that he would question

why I had ignored a body of evidence presented in a paper I had

not come across. I knew Prof. Snaith worked out of the offices of A

and P Appledore International (APA) and I only knew one person

there and that was Mr (later Prof.) George Bruce. So I called him

and in a roundabout way asked about the paper and he asked what

I was doing. 

The next thing I knew, I had an interview and an offer to be

an associate of APA. I headed back to Glasgow thinking I could

put the Glasgow job and the APA opportunity together and

perhaps make a go of it. A few days later, I got a call asking me to

come back down to APA and found that I was offered a full time

job (I can only think at the behest of Jim Teasdale) and although

the salary was some 25% less than the Sunderland offer, it was the

job I wanted and I seized the chance to return to the North East

and work for my dream company.

I simply learned how to become a consultant from some of

the best in the game. I travelled too much and worked long hours

but I loved it and I think in my own way contributed to some novel

solutions to industry challenges in the area of benchmarking

shipyard performance in particular. What an experience albeit

hard on my wife and clearly the start of the end of our marriage as

I was no longer working 9-5 but away a lot and working long hours

and thoroughly enjoying my work, while she was struggling to

enjoy hers.

In 1991 Jim Teasdale retired and I was offered the

opportunity to take his place at Newcastle University and I jumped
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at it. APA had just passed 20 years old and the 3rd/4th generation

of managers were sadly overseeing its demise as a consulting

company and its splintering into what would become Appledore

International, First Marine International and AIMMS (the

meaning of the acronym escapes me at time of writing, I think

Assoc. of Independent, Marine and Management Services), who

while all having their success, in my opinion never eclipsed the

achievements of APA.
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6
Return to academia
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I joined the university as lecturer in Marine Manufacturing

Systems and remained a Non-Exec Director of APA then run by

Richard Woodhead and Andrew Allan. I found university

challenging and exciting in equal measure. My research areas were

coatings and simulation and I was fortunate that Bob Townsin

introduced me to International Paint which was in effect the first

steps toward Safinah being established. I worked for the RNLI and

Appledore International Ltd. (formerly APA, now owned by

Andrew Allan and renamed as AI) and International Paint, as well

as doing some consulting to my own account and for Huthart

Associates on a Greek shipyard redevelopment, and of course my

academic duties. As a result I was earning more in consulting

during the vacation periods than the whole year as an academic.

So after four years I realised I wanted to move on, and the research

projects I had undertaken in surface preparation (Andrew Easton

MPhil) and economics of coating ships (Laurence Baldwin PhD)

stood me in good stead.

I had in the meantime been working with Appledore

International on a project to monitor the redevelopment of the

former West German shipyards and realised that while the design

of the “new” shipyards was excellent in terms of steel/outfit work

and material handling, coating as a process was almost totally

ignored, and I could see that this would be problematic for them

given the increasing environmental concerns in general and in

particular those being faced by NASSCO shipyard in California

(see next section).

While at AI I had tried to assist in the development of two

streams to the consulting services of the company, one was these
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of dynamic simulation modelling to assess shipyard production

and design and one on coatings. Former students were employed

(Dr Lawrence Baldwin for the coating work and Dr J Horne and

Mr Adam Osorio and Jaime Scott for the simulation work).

However, while the simulation work had some success neither

seemed to have thrived under AI stewardship.

Finding my niche

My plan had been to join the newly created Appledore

International, but International Paint asked for a meeting and at a

memorable dinner at Cafe 21 in Newcastle in 1995 Mr Gerald

Moore and Mr Peter Lenney, made me an offer I could not refuse

to be a consultant to International Paint, while still being able to

continue work with AI. I took the jump into self employment, I

was ready (I thought).
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7
International Paint
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I left the university in 1995 after final exams and while I still had

a minor role at Appledore International, I in effect took on a full

time self employed consulting role within Courtaulds (the then

owners of the International Paint (IP) brand). I was asked to

provide input to the New Building product development and

worldwide marketing team. I had been supporting the team from

University and this was a natural continuation. I joined a vibrant

company that was number one in the marine coating business at

the time, and full of incredibly capable individuals some such as

Dr Colin Anderson, Dr Paul Rushman, Dr Andrew Bayliff and

many others with an international reputation. While I reported to

Mr Peter Lenney, I worked most closely with Mr Mark Morris and

Mr Iain Walker who headed up the worldwide marketing new

building team. During this time my knowledge of coatings

benefited immensely from the inputs of Mr Eric Lynch and Mr

Alan Guy from the World Wide Marine Laboratories (who both

later worked with me at Safinah). I provided advice and support

to partner shipyards, most notably Samsung in South Korea,

Kvaerner Floro and Forde in Norway, Chantiers De L’Atlantique

in France and NASSCO in San Diego, where I made another life

long friend in Judie Blakey the Blast Paint shop manager. Judie

was exceptional as a woman in what is a very male dominated

environment and she was not just an exceptional person but

exceptional in her job and her ability to create a team round her

and use their skills to her best ability. We built up a relationship

that I think we both learnt much form and had some fun along the

way. She became on of the founding investors in Safinah Ltd.
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All these people had a profound impact on me (some positive

and some negative), and the wider community that included

commercially aware people such as Mr Paul Cain and research

chemists such as Dr Paul Jackson and Dr Julian Hunter in respect

to regulatory affairs and Mr Sandy Kirkwood, Mr Alan Pratt and

Mr Doug Gilbert on commercial and practical field issues.

I also became aware of the existence of coating consultants

in the form of STS Ltd and AMTEC and others who were active

in the marine market place.
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My role included assisting partner yards to assess their

coating processes and strategies and seek opportunities for

productivity improvement and gain insight into needs that could

drive product development. Key amongst these was establishing

the need for ultra fast cure coatings. Drying time being one of the

largest variables of the coating process that impacted on the overall

yard production cycle. With the advent of the Oil Pollution Act of

1990 (OPA 90) in the USA as a result of the Amoco Cadiz disaster

resulting in the need for double skinned vessels which increased

the areas of ballast tanks to be coated about fourfold – sixfold on

the crude oil tanker fleet. Coating activities quickly became a

bottleneck and the need for ultra fast cure coatings emerged. 

IP had already been researching the potential of

polyurethane technology through raw material technology

supplied by Bayer of Germany as well as looking at using various

catalysts to improve the drying time of the prevalent epoxy

coatings. In addition other technology was being introduced

through their Technology Partners, Nippon Paint Marine Coatings

(NPMC). who had developed NOA a self indicating coating that

was aimed at improving dry film thickness control to minimise the

amount of paint used and to assist in the control of drying time. 

My first inklings of greater opportunities for consulting

opportunities came about from four distinct sources, more by luck

than any formal planning on my part, but it was clear I was

receptive to the idea of doing something.

One was lunchtimes at the IP canteen at the Felling site. I

would go for lunch with different members of the Worldwide

Marine team and many of the technical people would often lament
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the lack of decent independent coating consultants not

withstanding the presence of several that I had become aware of

such as the Paint Research Association (PRA), IMC Engineering

(R Malfonti), Rotterdam Paint Consultants (RPC), KTA Tator etc.

It was felt that while they provided advice and support for failure

analysis and inspection work they were limited in their real ability

to provide meaningful insights into market trends and direction

for both new building and in-service activities or the broader

issues of coating activities. 

It was during these lunch time discussions that the idea of

setting up a new business with this specific aim started to emerge

and I discussed it cautiously with team members who, while in

general agreeing with the need for such a niche service, seemed

unwilling to make the jump themselves. What exactly it would do

and how it would do it, remained elusive. While all said a new type

of consulting was needed, no one could really define it.

My work with the partner yards had also brought me into

direct contact with the broader IP community and their clients

through seminars and training courses for customers as well as in

house sales and laboratory teams. These all served to reinforce to

me the nature of the knowledge gap that existed, which I

concluded was not so much chemistry driven but industry

knowledge driven. In effect how coatings and the end structure

(Ship, offshore rig etc.) worked together or otherwise.

Confirmation of this was given during a meeting with

Japanese paint company NPMC during which we discussed the

challenges of ballast tank coatings in particular. I realised that they

gained insights from their close relationship with Japanese yards
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and had a greater understanding of the needs of the construction

process. In comparing notes with them I realised that I had

perhaps a broader knowledge as I was working around the world

while at that time under their partnership with IP they were

limited to Japan only.

Finally, at a project visit by Bayer for which I was ably

supported by Mr Eric Lynch, we talked through the needs and the

benefits and limitations of their technology for ultra-fast cure

polyurethanes. A few weeks later I was contacted directly by Bayer

and asked if I could provide consulting directly to their

development team. 

It is to his eternal credit that Mr Peter Lenney gave me the

permission to do this to my own account and not to see it as a

conflict of interest, but one that could provide an interesting

product development opportunity to Courtaulds.

A few months later I found myself on a flight to Leverkusen

and was whisked off to the BAYER holiday village with a team of

about ten Chemists and Business Development team members and

Bayer main board member Mr Volker Schwindt (who really

inspired me to go forward) and we undertook a two day workshop

looking at the broader challenges of coatings for the marine

market resulting from the decline in the use of chlorinated rubber

(of which Bayer was a major supplier), the rise in demand for

ballast tank coatings and the impact of environmental concerns

about Tri Butyl Tin (TBT) in Anti-Fouling paint, as well as the

general concerns with respect to the H&S risks of using

polyurethane paints.
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It was on the flight back to Newcastle that I formed the idea

of perhaps setting up a company (something I had very little

knowledge of ) to provide this type of service on the crude

assumption that if IP and BAYER needed it and the partner yards

were benefiting, there was perhaps a larger untapped market that

was not being addressed by the existing consulting companies and

an opportunity to add value through “know-how”.

As with all these things fate intervened in the form of

AkzoNobel wishing to acquire the coatings business of Courtaulds.

This gave me the incentive to draw up a business plan for a niche

consulting company and so over several months I drafted such a

plan. I had estimated that the global consulting market was

probably worth about £300 million p.a. and that about 10% of that

would be accessible on the basis that some of the need was being

serviced in-house, some by Class Societies, who perceived

themselves as one-stop shops for their clients, and some by

inspection companies purporting to carry out consulting work,

while in effect only being able to offer inspection services.

The AkzoNobel take-over resulted in a real change in

personnel with both Peter Lenney and Gerald Moore ultimately

losing their jobs and as they had been instrumental in my

appointment I prepared a resignation letter in anticipation of my

consulting agreement being terminated.

At that time (1998) I was sharing an office with Mr John

Hinchley at IP. John had been a long serving stalwart of the

business, and was about nine years away from retirement and was

clearly unsettled by the events. He was contacted by a colleague

(David James if I recall correctly) who had also left and told him



that the classification Society DNV (Der Norske Veritas) were

looking to appoint an in-house coating advisor as the industry was

gearing up toward implementing new coating standards for sea

water ballast tanks. I encouraged John to go for the interview on

the basis that he had nothing to lose. He did so, but decided not to

take up the offer they made him. I asked him if he would mind

when writing to DNV to mention that a new company may be able

to assist them and it was called Safinah and if could pass on my

contact details.

Two weeks later DNV called and asked if Safinah would be

interested to go to Oslo to present to demonstrate our knowledge

on coatings. It was July1998.
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8
Safinah is born 

“I think it’s brilliant! What an idea! And I was
there! He took the idea! He saw it ripe on the

tree, he plucked it, and put it in his pocket. It’s…
it’s, dare I say… genius? Ah, no, no! But maybe…
Ooh! Ah! Maybe it is! Maybe I’m in the presence

of greatness; maybe I just don’t know it. 
But I saw it.” 

CD BALES (AS PLAYED BY STEVE MARTIN 

IN THE MOVIE “ROXANNE”, 1987)



The start up and previous efforts

I had drawn up a business plan, based on what I aspired to in a

company. There were of course many factors that influenced me

and I realised that the most important thing was to define the

culture of the company. If that was not correct from day one, it

would be very difficult to change as all my work experience and

research to date had informed me.

I had over my time at APA and International Paints built up

a set of contacts and a network that I believed could enable a

company to have a chance of success, although the first projects

arose more by luck than any active selling or marketing on my part.

For me therefore the most important part of the business plan

was the definition of what Safinah would be as a company rather

than its specific mission, which in one way was clearly to service the

world wide need for consulting in the heavy duty marine coatings

field and to do that by demonstrating technology and technological

superiority combined with an understanding of end user needs…later

to be referred to as “Thought Leadership”, implying continuous

learning to develop knowledge and skills (ultimately leading to my

DSc in the field of Marine Coatings at age 58).

The key cultural aspects were broadly in order of importance:

–  Respect for the individual – treat all employees, clients and

suppliers as human beings.

–  Service to customers as the objective and the profits will follow

–  Excellence as a way of life. In all we do (image, brand

equipment, personnel etc.).
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–  Effective leaderships (well whatever I could offer to build a

team rather than something that was Raouf Kattan Ltd).

–  Obligations to investors – to operate above board and with

honesty and integrity and provide a return on investment

eventually.

–  Fair deal to suppliers, treat them how we would wish to be

treated.

–  Be a good corporate citizen, see what we can do to contribute

to the wider society however small the effort may be.

These principles were something I unearthed in the late 1980’s

while doing some early consulting work for a beer can

manufacturing plant that had a coating bottleneck. I was reading

an IBM manual on Total Quality Control and their approach and

these ideas were put forward (I am not sure if they were every fully

achieved at either IBM or Safinah, but I like to think we gave it a

really good shot).

I thought if I could do that and convey it to the team and

clients, that would differentiate us, not only in the services we

wished to offer – as those would be new for the industry and we

would have to educate the client base and be patient, but most

importantly it should extract loyalty to the business. I knew I could

not offer the positives of big company employment, my aim was to

minimise the negatives, to give people little reason to move or

change jobs even though their remuneration package was not the

best and they could almost certainly earn more elsewhere. Above

all I also knew it meant that the Board and I had to lead by example.
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If I wanted to grow the business and build a team then I

needed to create an environment where:

–  People were happy

–  We were broadening and being challenged by clients

–  We respected each other and our clients

–  We accepted the associated risks

–  We got paid an acceptable salary.

I had arrived at these rules from my own work experiences where

I found that if one of these elements was missing I had decided to

leave a job and move on. I felt so strongly that all these elements

were critical that on occasions I had left jobs with no other job

prospect in hand. I was simply not willing to put up with any of

these elements being missing from the work environment. The

most common ones were broader and the lack of respect I had for

the senior managers I was working with.

The name and branding were another interesting challenge

and I am forever indebted to my sister Nashwa for suggesting the

name Safinah.

While the classical interpretation of this Arabic word is vessel

or ship. It is also a girls name in the Arabic world meaning honest

or pious. It therefore seemed to fit with not only conveying the field

we would work in but also the culture we wanted to develop.

The branding was developed, thanks to the insistence of

Roger that I use a professional company (Infinite Design – Graham

and Des) to create it. I think I can say they took the ideas and

interpreted them perfectly. With the original logo looking like the

sails of a Dhow or a ship’s bow coming at you…perfect!
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We set the original day rate at twice the level of typical

coating inspectors/competitors, to ensure the message was clear

that we were offering a value added consulting service as opposed

to field personnel and establish the differentiation, based on the

concept that we were “reassuringly expensive” as the higher fees

placed greater pressure on us to deliver.

During the time leading up to the DNV call (July 1998) I had

been busy. Having drawn up the business plan and having sat

through the dramatic and fairly frequent changes of management

within IP as a result of the AkzoNobel acquisition and determining

that my future was no longer at IP. I moved forward with my plan

and bided my time at AkzoNobel.
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I first needed someone to tell me that I was not crazy in

attempting to set up a company and needed guidance in how to go

about doing that.

I had not seen Roger Vaughan much since my PhD viva but

had occasion to make contact with him in respect to my

developing a benchmarking technique that allowed the

competitive position of shipyards to be determined irrespective of

ship type being built. Something he had postulated could be

possible in a paper he had presented in 1984. By this time

Roger  had left British Shipbuilders, ended up acquiring and

running the Swan Hunter Shipyard and then had taken on a key

role in the development/growth of the Newcastle University

School of Management.

So on a Sunday afternoon in June 1998 I had met him and

his wife for lunch at their home and was given time to pitch my

business plan to Roger and Val as a sounding board. The outcome

took me a back (or as my father would have said, you could have

knocked me down with a feather). 

Up to this time I had only discussed in vague terms with

some friends what I was planning to do as four previous attempts

to set up a company had faltered (two with Dr Stephen Brooke to

look at establishing a laser cutting and welding job shop), one to

look at the potential of launching a line of gym wear and one to

look at developing a line of sandstone beer mats (on the premise

that their weight and absorbency would prevent them from

sticking to the bottom of the glass).

At the end of the presentation, it is my recollection that Val

suggested that Roger and she would be willing to invest in such an
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enterprise, I am not sure of the reasoning but I like to think it was

a combination of the strength my case and a desire for Roger to be

involved again in the marine world where he had spent most of

his career.

The thought that someone may actually want to invest in

this idea had frankly not occurred to me. I had minimised personal

financial exposure by clearing my mortgage and being debt free

and was fortunate to have a wife who had an income that could

sustain us for a reasonable period of time. So I replied to the kind

and unexpected offer with a request to let me think about it for a

week or two and then I would revert.
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Roger Vaughan and I on the occasion of the North East Joint Branch of RINA 
and IMAREST awarding Safinah best company of the 

year some 20 years after the start



It did not take me long to conclude that having Roger as a

guiding hand given his experience with small, large companies and

working internationally, would be a benefit. I then started to ask

other people if they would be interested and found that a

reasonable number (in fact 14 of the 20 originally asked) were

willing to make some modest investment ranging from £2k to £4k

each and so I returned to Roger and suggested I would take his

money if he was willing to act as Chairman. He decided to think

about it for a few weeks and then said yes. So started the best

learning experience in my life.

All the investors brought something to the business,

whether it was contacts or know how.

I was most pleased to have secured the services of Julie

Parker as company secretary (thank goodness) and Bob Townsin

as a mentor for my further education and research.

Eversheds law firm took the burden of the company

formation, issue of share certificates and collection of investment

funds. The founding share holders were:

–  Ann Whitaker (UK)

–  Sextant Solutions (Cayman Islands)

–  Richard, Julie and Philip Parker (UK)

–  Mr Bill Woods (UK/Norway)

–  Dr Alex Milne (UK)

–  Mr Paul Stott (UK)

–  Susan Hall (UK)

–  Mr Tom Preston (UK)

–  Roger and Valerie Vaughan (UK)

–  BALance Technology Consulting (Germany)
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–  My father (UK)

–  David Oldroyd (UK)

–  Judie Blakey (USA) 

–  Daihun Kim (South Korea) 

–  Alan Milligan (Norway)

–  Ralph Brown

–  I retained 50.5% of the business but had raised enough share

capital to fund the business for about three years. 

No sooner had I got the money then, with some effort, Roger

persuaded me to part with a reasonable sum of it to a branding

company, to give Safinah a brand identity (to this day the best

money ever spent on the business). We went to Infinite Design in

Newcastle, and Graham Morgan and Des Kennedy listened to all I

aspired to, and created the branding (initially in the wrong colour

(Salmon Pink) due to an error in coding of colours on their printer

and that of the printer’s machine). To their eternal credit all was

replaced and the right colours used that finally established what

became the fairly recognisable logo and brand image that lasted

for 20 years and which I confess I miss but I think the colours of

Safinah Group are nicer (also by Infinite Design).

The first website was also created with a nautical theme in

that all images were round, akin to portholes.
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AkzoNobel response

There had been quite a few redundancies made during the time of

the AkzoNobel take over and in my opinion good people and good

knowledge lost as politics ran riot. In quick succession a few

people were promoted only to be let go and ultimately a new head

of Worldwide Marine was appointed, who though he offered to

retain me for a few days a week to continue, I chose to decline and

submitted a letter to terminate my consulting contract. I naively

did not expect the aggressive reaction (based on their own poorly

worded contract of employment that why had given me – a lesson
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I learned in devising the Safinah contracts of employment), which

in the ensuing months resulted in me being twice threatened with

legal action and an accusation of undertaking industrial espionage,

nothing came of any of them. I had to take a professional approach

and not let these activities bias anything I did technically and

remain impartial in advice I was giving clients.

It was a very difficult situation in which to remain

professional and not succumb to an offer from a competitor

company to spill all the beans, but the key philosophy foundations

I wanted to build the business on dictated no other option than to

behave with utmost professionalism. Put clients’ interests first and

show integrity and honesty, which while it would not solve the

immediate cash flow problems, I believed it would establish the

correct reputation over time.

It is always difficult to know if you are doing the right thing

and after the accusation of industrial espionage, I decided that it

would be best to have a lunch meeting with the accuser,

accompanied by Roger as Chairman and hopefully to smooth

ruffled feathers. At least Roger confirmed my thoughts and

feelings about the person concerned and we strived to move

forward. There then followed a total ban on my being allowed on

the Felling site of AkzoNobel due to continued concerns that I

would somehow act unethically. So we set off on the journey to

become the best coating consulting company in the world.
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9
Offices – growing up 

“I wonder how many times you’ve been had, and
I wonder how many plans have gone bad.” 

RODRIGUEZ, 

LYRICS FROM “I WONDER”, 1970



Office 1 – Kingston Park at home

“Don’t set compensation as a goal. Find work
you like and the compensation will follow.” 

HARDING LAWRENCE 1920-2002 

CEO OF BRANIFF AIRWAYS

The office at home, was downstairs in a study that was about 3m by

2.5m, overlooking the back garden in which I planted a fig tree and

an olive tree…two important plants in middle eastern culture. The

fig denoting the type of person that promises nothing but delivers

(as a plant it has no flowers but bears fruit) and an olive tree to

reflect one of the holiest verses in the Koran – the verse of light,

which had a great impact on me during the early years of Safinah.

“Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. His light  is
like a niche in which there is a lamp, the lamp is in a crystal,
the crystal is like a shining star, lit from the oil of  a blessed
olive tree, located  neither to the east nor the west, whose
oil would almost glow, even without being touched by fire.

Light upon light! Allah guides whoever He wills to His light.
And Allah sets forth parables for humanity. For Allah has

perfect knowledge of all things.”

KORAN 24:35
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I got a fax/copy/scanner/telephone machine (all in one…

those were the days) and a computer, and I was ready to go with a

supply of acetates for overhead projection and lots of ink cartridges. 

I set myself the simple task of making one new

marketing/sales contact a day, relying on the original website and

knowing I would have to set out to educate clients as to what we

offered as opposed to them thinking simply it was another paint

inspection company. It simply took time (arguably ten years) to get

the message across.

Contracts were few and far between, with the first 18

months generating about £18k in sales. I recall winning one

contract and being so happy that I took the day off and cycled to

Jedburgh and back with a big smile on my face. It was lonely and

hard, but rewarding. At the age of 42 I knew I had about three

years to make it work or start to look for another job (a proper job)

– some may say) before I was too old to be employed.

DNV provided a good start, followed by some work from Air

Products and even some reports for International Paint. A

breakthrough though came via Dr David Arnold and Jotun (a

Norwegian based paint company). I had tried to find out how to get

myself in front of Jotun and David kindly arranged a presentation

for me at Flixborough (which I thought would not amount to much

as the key decision makers were in Norway). I prepared an

overview of the market and turned up with my box full of acetates

(I used to lay them out on the lounge/dining room floor for the ink

to dry after printing). I was surprised to find that two people had

made a trip from Norway to listen to me. Mr Trond Lia was one (I

cannot recall the other person’s name) and I gave my presentation.
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In those early days, Jotun in the shape of Mr John Lewis at

their Newcastle office (which happened to be about 400m from

my home) provided great moral support and numerous cups of tea

and even loaned me a DFT gauge for my first ever job requiring a

physical inspection. So I felt it was nice to be able to give

something back to them for free.

The next thing I knew was Trond Lia asking if I would

repeat the presentation in Norway and that they would pay for me

to do it. So I presented to about 30 to 40 Jotun personnel and met

in particular Miles Buckhurst. The presentation went well and

Trond very kindly gave me another two to three contracts before

he retired and we had one very memorable dinner with him, his

wife, and John Lewis and his wife, at home. I had got divorced and

so cooked an Arabic meal and pretended that my wife was in the

kitchen and not allowed out to join us as this was a strict Muslim

household – I think they got the joke.

I also had a couple of contracts from Miles and Ole Anton

Bakke – that resulted in Ole and I leaving my home in Newcastle

one Saturday morning at 06:30hrs to have breakfast at the top of

Helvellyn in the Lake District by 09:30hrs, getting back to

Newcastle just after 13:00hrs, and cooking dinner for about six

friends that evening – it made for nice dinner story.
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First contract

I prepared to attend a meeting at DNV to execute the first

marketing visit and what I hoped would turn into the first contract.

After the first phone call, DNV reverted with a list of some

20 question that they expected to have answered during any

presentation. So I discussed this with Mr Bill Woods who had left

IP and joined MillBros in Norway, to provide them with coating

advice and updates to their Chemical Tank cargo Carriage

Software, and we agreed that we would prepare for the trip and

divide the presentation into two parts. The first part would be each

of us giving a ten minute presentation about ourselves and our

background. At the end of that we would pause and simply ask

DNV if they were happy with our qualifications and if they wished

us to continue to answer the 20 questions they had posed we

would have to charge them for our time.

So after a few days of preparing acetate slides on a dot matrix

printer and covering the lounge with them while they dried, I spent

money to get the flights and hotel for Bill and me, and we arrived to

do business with DNV. There were three people present the leader

of which was Hans Olstad. He was accompanied by two colleagues. 

The work was undertaken under the first logo used, which

had been designed for me by Miss Jaquiline Orr (who shortly after

got voted best young Scottish artist by the Royal Academy of Art

in Scotland). Note there was no ‘h” at the end of the name at this

time. This only emerged while registering the company formally 

with Companies House in October of 1998 when it transpired there

was another company called Safina, involved in general trading.
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First “Safinah” logo designed by Jacqueline Orr

Second Safinah logo as designed by the Author

Safinah Logo as developed by Infinite Design Ltd.



So we arrived at DNV and all went to plan and they agreed

to pay for the answers and Safinah was up and running, it was

about the 20th August 1998 when I left AkzoNobel. 

I started working with some faith, courage, patience and

persistence, and the encouragement of both friends and family and

bizarrely with another temporary logo (Roger was not impressed

and we employed professionals).

Looking back through the records I note that the first

contract does not show DNV but Air Products. That was simply

because I had not yet developed the contract numbering system,

not thinking that this would all last at all and that I would actually

have to develop systems (whatever they were).

Accounting was simple, and Julie and Roger intervened on

many occasions to keep me from straying into unknown territory

(and probably prison) and imparting to me a key philosophy which

is, “if you are going to do something do it well and do not cut

corners on cost…it always comes back to haunt you”.

A contact through Peter Lenney (then at Hempel Paints)

introduced me to Air Products and a second contract relating to

the challenges of ballast water tanks, and I worked on this together

with Mr Eric Lynch who had by now also been made redundant

from AkzoNobel. So it began.
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Office 2 – above Chantry Tea Shoppe

“Your attitude is more important 
than your capabilities.”

JACK MA

The next breakthrough came courtesy of the German shareholders

– BALance Technology (Joachim, Markus and Rheinhardt) as they

introduced me to the world of European Framework Projects. In

particular a project called ECOPaint being proposed by

Meyerwerft shipyard in Germany and Odense shipyard in

Denmark. We got selected to be a Partner, and with a lot of help

from Roger, I got my head round what was needed to manage an

EU project and the agreement. It was clear we would make a bit

of money from it, and would further our knowledge, but we

needed to recruit someone for the job. We successfully joined the

consortium of Odense Shipyard, Meyerwerft shipyard, BALance

Technology, Terramare consulting, DNV, National Health Service

(NHS) and GTF Freese (Contract No. 018C).

We recruited Matt Hambling – a Newcastle University Naval

Architect graduate who had worked at Govan shipyard and then a

repair yard in Scotland. It also meant we had to get an office and

so the search started. 

I tried a number of options, and found that anything nice was

too expensive, and anything affordable was not suitable…the trick

was to find something that was just right (the Goldilocks paradigm).

A shopping trip by Roger and Val Vaughan to Morpeth,

resulted in finding 9B Chantry Place.
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9A was the Chantry tea shop and was run by Francis on the

ground floor. The upstairs was 9B and was 500sqm and comprised

a steep staircase, a reception area, a main office, a filing room, and

a bathroom.

Matt and I knocked down a partition wall to make the main

office larger, removed carpeting in reception to reveal lovely

parquet flooring which I sanded down (late at night to avoid noise

for the cafe below). At this time I was living alone and going

through a divorce that would stretch over for two years. I was also

suffering from an hyperactive thyroid and so did not need much

sleep, so I was able to put in the hours to set up the office and work

long days.

Furniture was from Ikea (it lasted 20 years) and given that

we would be rather sedentary, I committed to getting office chairs

that were the best. We also moved to the new iMac computers (the

funky coloured ones – (should have not only bought the computers

but shares in Apple). I still have my original chair. 
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I recall setting up a set of shelves to hold contract files and

thinking we will never fill that up. The office was professional but

not over the top and the location quirky enough that we got away

with it.

It enabled us to win a contract with the Japanese

Government – and they sent someone from the Japan Ship Centre

in London to take pictures of the office to confirm that we were a

real company. We got the contract to review the draft of what

would become the IMO PSPC for Ballast Tank Coatings a

mandatory international regulation to control the coating of water

ballast tanks on ships.

Matt took on the job of running the ECOPaint project, and I

chased other work which came in slowly and steadily.

Paul Cain formerly of International Paint, had moved to

Sigma Coatings and gave us work to provide a market review for

the marine team.

We split the work up, I did the main overview and new

construction demand and asked Matt to undertake the in service

and Dry Dock (DDock) demand, based on his work and experience

in a DDock. 

What I learnt was that there are people much smarter than

me, who are not able to provide consulting, and through another

contract for Muelhlhan (we won with Drewry Shipping

Consultants), that there are people not so smart that could be

really good consultants.

Sadly the pressure seemed to be too much for Matt and he

was struggling to get the effort right for developing the

presentation. We delivered the presentation and the work seemed
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to have gone well, but it seemed that Matt concluded this was not

the career for him and decided to resign.

So Roger, Julie Parker and myself set about a proper

recruitment drive and advertised for people in the local press, and

some professional magazines/journals.

It was clear that with ECOPaint running and work volume

increasing that we would need more resources, and so a more

structured approach to recruitment was adopted leading to

interviewing 6 candidates a the Novotel in Newcastle.

From the responses we got, two candidates stood out. Dr

Lynda Speed (from Proctor and Gamble) and Mr Andy Hopkinson

(from International Paint).

Andy’s wife (Clair) had seen the advert in the Chronicle

newspaper and Lynda was someone that Roger had come across

through the University (where he was working at the time).

We had by this time also appointed Mr Norman Johnston as

Tech Director and we went ahead and recruited Lynda and Andy.
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Building a company

“I always find people smarter than I am. Then
my job is to make sure smart people can work

together. Stupid people can work together easily.
Smart people can’t.” 

JACK MA

By the end of 1999 I had slowly been building up work volume.

The aim was to build a company with employees rather than

associates as I felt strategically this would allow us to be taken

more seriously by the big multi-nationals we wanted to work for.

I failed to attract others such as Bill Woods and Eric Lynch to jump

in and take a chance, and so reluctantly pushed forward with the

support and guidance of Roger and Julie, who of course had the

responsibility to ensure that in all that Safinah did the interests of

all other share holders were protected and looked after.

Very early on Roger and I had discussed the future of the

business we wanted to build and focussed on a mix of Scandinavian

and Japanese philosophies. We liked the Scandinavian pragmatism

and more relaxed approach to the working environment and ability

to discuss issues matter of factly with each other to build a team

and the Japanese drive for relentless improvement and

development of knowledge. Ultimately it seemed to form itself into

a Zulu philosophy of Unbutu – “I am because we are”. The

company was not about individual personalities but building world

class team in a world class environment to succeed. At the time of
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writing the need for this approach has been justified as the team

has been quite effective even during the forced isolation of the

COVID pandemic.

They say good judgement comes from experience and that

experience comes from bad judgement and I think in part that is

how I slowly learned. The first recruitment simply did not work

out. We did not do our job in selection and while the candidate

was bright and smart, it did not work out.

I do not recall exactly but Safinah was incorporated on 9th

October 1998 and the name change from the shelf company, “ever

1038” was made on 19th Jan 1999.

By June 1999 we sought more share holders, as on the advice

of Eversheds, if we left it any later we would have to comply with

much stricter rules and regulations. It was through this second call

for investors that the list above (in Chapter 5) reflects. Over time

some of the shareholders sold up and we found buyers for those

shares and it was not until much later (circa 2015) the the company

started to offer to buy shares back as and when opportunity and

finances permitted).

On 30th October 2001, the registered office was finally

moved from Eversheds to 9B Chantry Place, Morpeth, above the

Chantry Tea Rooms, where the owner Francis became a caring and

enjoyable confidant over the coming quite turbulent few years.

The business was slowly growing and the shareholders

funds were never touched to fund the business and I am pleased

to say that over the 20 years of Safinah Ltd, no bank loans or

overdraft were ever required, albeit the shareholders waited a long

time for dividends.
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Lynda brought with her a wealth of knowledge and

administrative capability and Andy was able to provide core

knowledge of coating chemistry. with Norman Johnston as

Technical Director to provide much needed technical support and

to push the strategy to demonstrate the overall aims of the

business were not to focus on what others were doing, but to meet

the needs of the niche that had been identified and voiced by many

senior people at International Paint.

A hiccup 

“You don’t have to see the whole staircase. 
Just the first step.” 
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.

At this time I must apologise if my recollections diverge from what

actually happened as I encountered problems that would have a

profound impact on me personally. No sooner had Lynda and Andy

started then it became evident that my marriage of some 17 years

was going to end. It had probably been in decline for seven years

(since I left University employment). There are always two sides

to a story, suffice it to say I took it very hard and had a breakdown

which took me several years to overcome with the assistance of

time off and counselling.

I had been able to work through the early stages of the

breakdown but as more and more details emerged I finally broke one
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day and made a phone call to Richard and Julie during which I

simply broke down completely. I managed to get back into the office

and asked Andy and Lynda to hold the fort and went to the Parker’s

home where I recall Roger was also present. I was instructed by the

board to take time off and get away and I followed instructions, and

I think within a week of having returned from Canada on some work

project, I contacted my good friends Peter and Debbie Williams and

asked if I could visit them in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Fortunately I was

able to spend a week with them and their daughter (my goddaughter

– Rebecca) by the lake to just take my time and I am forever grateful

for the hospitality and space they allowed me to have.
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As with all these things, from adversity arises opportunity,

and Lynda and Andy more than stepped up to the mark, in fact the

company did better in my absence (I did not take the hint however

and stayed around).

I can only say that without friends and Lynda and Andy, I

am not sure we could have carried on.

During the time after the departure of Matt and the arrival

of Andy and Lynda, I was ably assisted in the office by Ann

Kirkwood from time to time via a not insignificant 40-odd mile

commute to help with filing etc., and Eric Lynch set about creating

our first knowledge data base, a solution which has proved

invaluable as we developed the knowledge data base over time into

a searchable webbed archive of knowledge and research over the

last 20 plus years.

I had a peak year where I took over 90 flights in the year, so

a price had to be paid.

It was a very difficult period for me, my family and without

the help of friends, I suspect the outcome for me personally would

have been very poor.
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Growth spurt

“Growth is never by mere chance; it is the result
of forces working together.” 

JAMES CASH PENNEY 

(FOUNDER OF JC PENNY)

It seemed in a few short years (five years at the Chantry), the

company grew with the team increasing;

–  Dr David Arnold ex Jotun Paints

–  Rachel Coundon ex British Airways

–  Charles Atkinson ex Jotun Paints

–  Sandy Kirkwood ex Akzo Nobel

As well as Andy and Lynda.

All joining the business in short order, filling up the office

and filling up the shelf unit. It was time to move. 

Office 3 – clock tower/Italian bistro

“If you don’t drive your business you will be
driven out of business.” 

B.C FORBES 1880-1954

On 15th March 2006 the company moved offices to 5A Oldgate,

Morpeth above an Italian bistro and adjacent to the clock tower.
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Shortly after, Rachel was appointed as the Company Secretary and

by 2008 we regrettably bid farewell to Norman Johnston as

Technical Director and after a search were able to appoint Mr Carl

Pendrup Jensen (ex Hempel Paints) to take on the role.

The new office was on two floors and quirky is the best way

to describe it with sloping floors and non-square windows, but it

afforded us space to have a meeting table that doubled up as a

small training area and in effect a reception area and a large

Kitchen/store room, and space to install a server to back up all

company work.

Prior to moving from 9B Andrew Hopkinson returned to

AkzoNobel to head up their Tank Lining initiative, and so

additional resources were sought. 

Our relationship with Groupama Insurance encouraged us

to set up the IICIN (International Independent Coating Inspector

Network) to service the needs of their marine insurance policies,

which generated regular income but was paper work heavy. 

By this time the board had grown and included Dr Stephen

Brooke and Sandy Kirkwood, Rodney Towers (Ex Sigma), and

John Stubbs as Finance Director.

While all contributed in different ways, I think that the

contribution of John Stubbs to the real growth and development of

the company cannot be underestimated. For the first time and in

short order, we had proper control of our finances, which while

they had aways been in the black were now well ordered such that

by 2010 the shareholder funds exceeded £500k and dividends were

then given almost every year through to the sale of the business in

2018. In most years the dividend given exceeded the value of the
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original investment made by the share holders and I finally had a

feeling that the gamble was paying off and that I had read the

market needs correctly and we were now bigger and better known

than most of the competition in most places around the world. 

Meanwhile the company systems were being refined and

improved constantly by Rachel, who continued to grow into the

role and keep an unruly pack in order…her contribution to the

success of Safinah should not be underestimated.

It was also during this period that Sandy Kirkwood took

over the yacht work that Charles Atkinson had so ably started and

we saw the need for the first time to create market sector

champions but wanted to avoid the associated silo management

and territorial behaviour. Sandy at yacht, Dr Lynda Speed at

Protective, Dr David Arnold and myself at Chemical, and Dr Clare

Till who did a remarkable job for the Professional Sector (legal

and Insurance), which left Marine for me. The sector champions
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were given marketing and sales responsibility but no P/L (Profit

and Loss) responsibility which remained with me. This worked,

the team spirit was maintained and no barriers/silo divisions were

created, everyone still worked for the team.

The growth of the company is perhaps best reflected by

largest contract value. At 9B the largest contract value was in the

region of £40k, by the time we moved to 5A the largest contract was

well in excess of £300k and while, when we won the £40k contract

we were not sure when the next one would come, when we

completed the £300k contract there was hardly a drop in income.

However like most consulting work, the contracts were

lumpy, either too few or too many at any one time, making

resource planning and recruitment a challenge.

Perhaps the most significant event in 5A was the early

retirement of David Arnold, he had over the years grown to be the

conscience of the company and if in doubt as to what we would do

ethically on any matter, David always provided that calming and

supportive guidance.

Again though providence played its role, in that no sooner

had we lost David, we were able to appoint Mr Alan Guy, who in

turn recommended Dr Clare Till. 

It was during the first year at 5A that Safinah was approached

by BMT who were interested in acquiring the business, this was in

turn followed by Bodycote, who were in the process of growth

before a split and a sale and while we received an acceptable verbal

offer, events at Bodycote took over and the deal never progressed.

They did however acquire Rotterdam Paint Consultants (RPC)

which turns out to be a disappointment to them.
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The BMT talks did not amount to anything either, but did

lead for a short period of time to work from BMT and the

Ministry  of Defence Navy (MOD(N)), but the entrenched

connections between MOD(N) and a competitor (Coating

Consultants Ltd.) was too strong for us to break at that time.

However we made up for this by gaining a good set of assignments

with the United States Navy (USN), Naval Sea Systems Command

(NAVSEA) and Military Sealift Command (MSC), through

excellent efforts of Rodney Towers (a director of Safinah at the

time). Sadly then Len Townsend (owner of Coating Consultants

Ltd) died, and we were offered the chance to buy the business and

decided that this was not for us, it turned out that the MOD(N)

contract was not that lucrative.

It was also during this time that Safinah built upon its

insurance company support reputation. We had a very early

success with Steege Kingston (later Steege and latterly Braemar

Steege and now Aqualis Bareamar LOC (ABL)), through an old

student contact (Mr Paul O’Keefe) when we took on a claim for

Zurich Global Energy in which an Oil Major was after a significant

sum of money for a coating failure on offshore platforms. At a hotel

meeting one afternoon in Copenhagen airport, we reduced the

claim by about 50% and all Zurich insurance offices were

instructed to use Safinah for any future claims, and we enjoyed a

good ongoing relationship with Steege until the take over by

Braemar (who briefly came to look at acquiring us also).

The next big insurance break was with Groupama and Mr

Bruno Saverys, who asked if we could set up an independent

inspector network to support their insurance backed paint
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guarantees. We spent considerable effort to do this but the success

was marred by poor recruitment on our side and the 2008

financial  crisis.

It was around this time that Mr John Stubbs joined us as

finance director and took a small stake in the business. John was

instrumental in ensuring proper financial governance of the

business, even declining me a directors loan when the bank had

left me in the lurch when I was attempting to buy a car.

The other two key changes were organisational, our

fledgling yacht business which had early roots when Andy

Hopkinson undertook some tank surveys of a couple of yachts on

behalf of STS, was picked up by Charles Atkinson after we had

been approached by Burgees through Mr Ray Steele, who had used

us when he was at Burness Corlett Three Quays (BCTQ). Charles

was doing very well, but fell ill and out of necessity, Sandy

Kirkwood stepped up and I felt the release of the first part of the

business to someone else, which I found easy to do having faith in

Sandy as a colleague and a friend. This set the yacht sector on a

growth spurt that would result in it becoming a cornerstone of

Safinah in the years ahead with a steady longer term order book

stretching up to 3 years. The marketing strategy adopted by Sandy

has been described by some of the other yacht team members as

“smoozing”, which probably has a lot of truth in it, but whatever

it was, it proved to be very successful. This slowly eroded the lead

in the yacht sector held by CCS in Holland and also prevented

Wrede Consulting of Germany from taking a larger market share.

At this time we also secured the UK Carrier work, which was

a significant longer term contract for marine/naval work and
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established the benefits of the Functional Paint specification

approach that would ultimately lead to the award of the

Dreadnought contract, and latterly some work on UK Surface ships.

The white cat and Ernst Blowfelt

“I expect you to die Mr Bond.” 
ERNST BLOWFELT IN “DR NO”

It was about this time that we started really to believe in ourselves

and we were often amazed by how much the market as a whole

seemed to listen to us and think of us, to the extent that we

sometimes thought we could run the world (heads got bigger). So it

was decided that we get a stuffed white cat (supplied by Rachel – I

think it was a rescue cat from stuffed cat shelter!!), and it lacked the

diamond studded collar or the rich and shiny coat of the James Bond

cat. When a seminal moment occurred, or a good contract was won,

the employee was allowed to sit the cat on their lap and pretend to

be Ernst Blowfelt and if they wished let out a maniacal laugh. 
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Office 4 – Greggs: sex, drugs, and sausage rolls

“We never really grow up, we just learn 
how to act in public.”

BRYAN WHITE,

AUTHOR

After five years of good growth at 5A we moved to 21A Bridge

Street in Morpeth. Despite having a municipal feel about its

entrance and being located above Greggs (a UK based bakers

shop/fast food outlet), it felt like our first grown-up office with all

of us on one floor and a whole room dedicated to the storage of the

paper documents of the older files and a meeting room as well a

dedicated space for a small microscope work station. It also really

marked the shift away from Apple computers to a network of

Windows based PC’s/laptops and a server for back up as well as

the development of “ShipIt” our Intranet, so ably pulled together

by Rachel and Lynda.

We saw the first introduction of students with Darren

Broderick being sponsored for a PhD and Oliver White being taken

on as an intern. 

We also took on Mr John Hinchley as an associate, and the

office at times felt like a farmers market, with John bringing in

produce from his allotment and Rachel and Lynda bringing in

produce from their gardening efforts.
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The team at this time comprised at various times:

–  Charles Atkinson

–  Darren Broderick (PhD Student)

–  Marie Brown 

–  Rachel Coundon

–  Lynda Speed

–  Doug Gilbert (Associate)

–  Alan Guy

–  John Hinchley (Associate)

–  Sandy Kirkwood

–  Neil Nicholson

–  Alan Pratt (Associate)

–  Bruno Ravel

–  John Smith (Associate)

–  Clare Till

–  Alan Walker

–  Oliver White (Intern)
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That being 12 employees in one form or another, a muslim was

heard to quip, “If that was good enough for Jesus, it's good enough

for me”.

The business was still ably run by a board that then

comprised:

–  Roger Vaughan

–  John Stubbs

–  Carl Pendrup Jensen

–  Stephen Brooke 

–  Sandy Kirkwood

–  Rodney Towers.

Dr Stephen Brooke was instrumental (and at time of writing still

is) in setting up and developing our ISO9001 Quality Assurance

Management System (QAMS) together with key support from

Rachel and Clare. It is with pride I note that not one year did we

have a non compliance raised against us during the audits by

Lloyds Register.

The business was now making a relatively good turnover

and sound profits and the first dividends were being issued on a

regular basis (in fact every year from then on to its sale, Safinah

issued dividends and bonuses).

A quick calculation taking the sale value and the dividends

into account, when the business was sold in 2018, it is estimated

that each investor had a total return of about 30 to 40 times their

original investment over the 20 year period.

Toward the end of our time at 21A, John Hinchley also left

the company. However the business was now resilient enough that
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it was able to survive by brand and reputation alone. While good

people remained hard to find we were slowly able to push up day

rates from 1998 at £650 per day to now targeting a minimum of

£1,400 per day and up to £2,200 per day for expert witness work,

which had emerged as an increasingly lucrative activity accounting

for up 20-25% of turnover, with yacht making up another 25-30%

of turn over. The largest day rate peaked at about £5k per day, while

the largest contract fee was in the region of £300k.

We now faced another dilemma and that was we had run out

of suitable office premises in Morpeth and we were also conscious

that every time we moved office we had a poor profit for that year

(we never got to the bottom of that and the same would seem to

continue to be true at the time of writing).

This time period also saw the departure of Lynda Speed

after many years of service, and Darren Broderick who sensibly

decided that his future lay in wind energy. 

We got a contract from ABS (with great support from Ed

Jansen), to look at the issue of coating embrittlement with age and

as a result three times the board of ABS Group considered the

acquisition of Safinah, but to no avail. We had also been

approached by Germanischer Lloyd, which concluded in a written

offer but while Roger, John and I waited at the Lawyers offices in

Newcastle for the finalising of the deal, no one turned up and on

calling them we found that because of the changes at GL (takeover

by DNV) everything was being put on hold. So again much interest

but no outcome. We were also approached again by Bodycote

(which became Exova) but again nothing was forthcoming. Roger

and I also entered into talks with Trevor Parry as he wanted to sell
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STS, but we could not reach a mutually satisfactory solution as was

the case with pH Value of Norway.

We also engaged with the Portunato Brothers from Italy as

they seemed to be interested in acquiring us to add to their various

marine activities, and while they were very pleasant and serious,

we simply could not find either the right formula or understand

how they would help us grow the business and so would end up

swapping a set of very happy shareholders with the prospect of a

set of new investors with bigger expectations.

Finally we were approached by Société Générale de

Surveillance (SGS) (which had taken on some ex Exova personnel),

but we struggled to see the proper fit and their desire to help the

business grow.
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Leaving Morpeth 

and selling Safinah 
“Great is the art of beginning, 

but greater is the art of ending.” 
HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW



Office 5 – The Watermark

“How lucky I am to have something that makes
saying goodbye so hard.” 

A.A.MILNE

Rachel as ever masterminded the move to Gateshead and the

Riverside Business Park and while sadly my father had died before

he could see a building with the company name on it, my mother

was able to make a visit to the office and bring along a supply of

the date pastries that everyone had become addicted to.

The move to proper offices and the continued financial

health of the business was of course a great sense of achievement,

reinforced by having the logo and name on a building that we

solely occupied albeit that we did not own. 5 Keel Row, The

Watermark, on Riverside Park, could not be a more “marine” based

address and I cannot lie, I felt a tremendous sense of pride and had

long walks along the river in the early days, thinking of my father

but also finding myself beginning to become increasingly stressed

and having self doubts as the salary bill was now almost £1million

per year. It was also the first year that I recall having days when I

felt a reluctance to come to the office as my energy levels and drive

seemed to be ebbing. I was 55 years old and had been pushing hard

from the beginning. 

We took the chance to re-organise and Rachel as ever

marshalled and herded the cats and the board was trimmed to

Roger, John and myself, and while it was hard and perhaps unfair
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to relieve the others of their board duties it meant the board was

more the right size for the business.

I was not only aware of my reduction in energy levels but

also that possibly both Roger and John would want to do other

things with their lives and so we looked for at least someone who

could step up to be Chairman.

I was also aware that the company now needed a different

style of management to that which I could offer and I was in danger

of holding the company back. So plans for the future had to be made.

The CEO of DNVGL (DNV – Det Norske Veritas, GL –

Germanischer Lloyd), Dr Tor Svensen had undertaken his PhD with
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got quite congested in the end



Bob Townsin at Newcastle. Tor and I overlapped by one year as I

started my PhD and he was finishing. I recall we met once at DNV,

but otherwise had no contact. Talking to Bob, who had mentored and

guided me on a personal level all this time (not only through work,

but with his late wife Sheila through my divorce), he suggested that

Tor may be a suitable candidate and given his wife’s family was from

Whitley Bay there may be a suitable opportunity to meet. This we

did and in due course he was appointed to the board as a potential

successor to Roger. It was a fortuitous appointment.

The team grew again with the arrival of Joanne Elliott and

Sophie Carvalho de Matos to support Rachel and John Stubbs

All the above have proven a success. However, I did share

with the board (Roger and John at the time) my concerns about

my ability/desire to continue and we set about looking for a future

Safinah MD. 

We identified Mr Paul Westcott, who regrettably turned out

to be the wrong man for the job and I suspect we were nothing

more than a stepping stone for him from which to seek other work.

On the plus side he did manage a contract that was the biggest in

the company’s history (£1million in fees), albeit he did not see it

through to its finale and it was ably picked up by Alan Walker.

Alan Walker drove the marine sector by pushing harder to

get more insurance and legal work and benefited from the

considerable effort that had been put in by Clare Till as champion

of the “Professional Sector”, Alan Guy and Bruno Ravel drove the

Chemical sector, and I got involved in the expert witness and naval

sectors. We looked for someone to replace Paul Westcott for the

broader protective sector. 
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We also made a commitment to the ongoing development of

our knowledge are by recruiting Dr Ralitsa Mihaylova to establish

our special projects team.

In terms of longer term strategy we decided that we need to

enhance our broader marine technical and engineering capability

and established the Professional and Technical Engineering

Service team ably lead by David Dobson and Keith Hutchinson

(both formerly from Babcock International).

At this time I noted that as qualified as I was, I did not really

have a qualification related to the coating work I had chosen to

specialise in. Prompted, nudged and pushed by Bob Townsin I was

encouraged to submit for a DSc at Newcastle University on the

theme of “Marine Coatings – interference or integration?” I was

awarded it in 2016 and that in turn led to my being nominated to

the Royal Academy of Engineering in 2018. It seemed to me that I

had peaked and that I was now likely holding the business back as

I aged and generally became more risk averse.
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Selling the business

“You can say you’re too old to be young
You think you’re too smart to be dumb

But the well seasoned pro knows 
how long he can go.”
LYRICS FROM JIMMY BUFFET

“DON’T CHU KNOW”, 1995.

Around 2016, having joined the board, Dr Tor Svensen suggested

we had far too much money in the bank and that we should use it

to buy another company.

In the mean time we had retained Sterling Corporate

Finance to assist us in selling the business and had pretty much

worked through the preferred companies with mixed results.

Interest was shown but the conclusion was we were an attractive

company but just too small.

I had no idea how to go about buying a company, but it

seemed like an interesting option and one we had not considered.

John Stubbs and I had gone through a range of options from,

closing the business down, to selling it to the employees to just

letting it run on after I retired. We had several serious offers to buy

the business that did not come through for one reason or another.

We had never thought of growing by acquisition really.

So I went out and took a look around and identified five

potential businesses we could acquire, all outside the UK.
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I must say we had been approached in the past by two UK

based coating consulting companies to acquire them, but

concluded they were too small and not developed sufficiently

enough, in effect they were one-man bands.

I had informal meetings with all the potential candidates

and all were interested and all were wondering what to do for their

own exit strategy. What was rewarding from that exercise was that

they all thought very highly of Safinah.

I first encountered TPO through some work I was doing for

a S.Korean shipyard on a claim they faced from a Danish ship

owner. There were a number of vessels involved and the Owner

had retained TPO to assist them with support from Trevor Parry

of STS. I recall that a number of vessels were inspected and that

ultimately myself and Darren visited a vessel with TPO, the

Owners, and the yard for a critical meeting. I met Tommy Paulson

then and thought that TPO came across very well in their work.

Although we did reduce the claim of some several millions

proposed to a few hundred thousands. That yard became firm

clients on all their future paint claims.

Around the same time I had met an employee of Hempel,

Mr Martin Porsbjerg who was starting out his career in the water

ballast tank sector and took an instant liking to him. So I was

pleasantly surprised to find that Martin was now with TPO. 

When I visited Denmark, it was Martin who was present as

both the owners, Tommy Paulson and Peter Wilhelmsen, were

otherwise occupied. I learnt a lot about TPO and thought that they

could be a good fit in terms of synergy in that they brought a lot of

inspection capability and contracting know-how that could benefit
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from consulting support and in turn could provide inspection

support to the consulting arm.

I was candid with Martin and as a result another meeting

was set up to follow up. I recall visiting with Denise to meet Peter

and Tommy and we had a good meeting.

I was surprised that a few weeks later Peter contacted me

to suggest that as they were younger than me that they would

consider buying Safinah rather than Safinah buy them.

As a board we discussed this and decided with Sterling to

consider this option.
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In the meantime I had been approached by a venture capital

company looking to acquire Safinah and had asked them to hold off

until September of 2018, until it was clear what TPO would/would

not do.

I think it was around April/May 2018 that the due diligence

started and seemed to go quite quickly and by mid-August we had

a final meeting to sign off on the sale/acquisition of Safinah. The

deal was concluded the day Safinah turned 20 years old.

Our advisors, Square One Law, put out a press release that

was picked up by some local press and a new era was about to

begin. I took a vacation and for the first time since my honeymoon

in 2008, I switched off my mobile phone. 
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Memorable projects 

"Our lives are defined by opportunities, 
even ones we miss.” 

BENJAMIN BUTTON (AS PLAYED BY BRAD PITT) IN 

“THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON”, 2009



Of course the projects that stand out will always be the early ones,

in particular the initial project with DNV that anticipated the IMO

PSPC regulations on the coating of seawater ballast tanks

(undertaken with Bill Woods) and that was quickly followed by

work with Air Products (undertaken with Eric Lynch) and a

review of the Anti-Fouling market for Bayer (undertaken with Dr

Alex Milne).

These projects in the early days of Safinah proved to me that

the niche we had discovered existed and that there was a market

demand. The issue was just how big and sustainable that was.

The following sections are not in any chronological order or

in any measure of importance to the business.

Navies

“A very expensive weapons platform built to
move paint around the world” 

M PANOSKY COATING ENGINEER ELECTRIC BOAT AND 

CHAIRMAN OF THE NSRP SP3 PANEL ON BLAST AND PAINT

The biggest missed opportunity was to work for the UK MOD Navy.

That contract had been held by Coating Consultants Ltd for many

years and while we never won it, and in fact got a rather derogatory

and un-professional reply from the then head of the Materials team

at Abbey Wood, it ultimately spurred us on with the help of Rodney

Towers and Judie Blakey to break into the US Navy and Military

sealift command and the National Ship Building Research
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programme. We found ourselves as a UK company in demand with

the US Navy but not with the UK. While we had some modest

success in the UK with what was then Vosper Thornycroft and one

project working as subcontractors to one of the big five management

consulting companies, it was not until the Aircraft Carrier Alliance,

created to deliver the UK carriers, came on the scene that we

emerged as a key player in the UK defence market.

In the meantime, CCL had ceased trading as a result of the

sad death its founder and we were approached to acquire the

business, which after a brief review we declined.

I was contacted by a Mr Lee Lampard from the Carrier

Alliance as he had been given my name by IP as a possible

independent advisor on the project (I suspect they may have

regretted that recommendation based on the final outcome).This

provided us with a unique opportunity to flesh out our thinking on

the “functional” approach to the flawed method of specifying

coatings that prevails in the industry. We (Norman Johnston and I )

had fleshed out the idea on a project for Caledonia MacBrayne

Ferries in Scotland, in advising them on how they should go about

selecting a new coating supplier from a Request For Quotes (RFQ)

they had issued.

Charles Atkinson, Andy Hopkinson and I led the work (until

Andy left to return to International Paint) and given the complexity

of the project, and the entrenched traditional views to coating, we

slowly worked hard to convince all the stake holders, Alliance, the

yards, the MOD, and contractors that this was the way forward. As

a result we took £10 million off the original coating budget for each

vessel and reduced by three quarters the painting man-hour effort
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on about 450,000sqm of each vessel as measured against the

original specification and the Alliances own cost model.

That ultimately led to the work on the Dreadnought project

which was awarded the British Aerospace Engineering (BAE)

Chairman’s annual Prize, Bronze Medal for identifying time and

cost benefits to the project from a better coating specification and

coating strategy.

Finally, we were asked to assist in assessing current

approaches to the coating of the surface fleet (at time of writing

these training courses are being provided to key personnel). 

Market studies

“The quest for certainty in forecasting outcomes
can be the enemy of progress.” 

NATE SILVER, STATISTICIAN

Our initial reputation was built on market studies mainly carried

out on our own but a few in partnership. The most notable

partnership being with Drewry Shipping Consultants that led to

a long-term relationship with Muehlhan Contractors of Germany.

This was required to work out the demand fo surface preparation

and coating activities in a growing Chinese new buildings and

repair market.

A milestone project was for Sigma Paints to look at the

global demand for coating of ships at new construction and dry
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dock that proved to us that high level estimates were remarkably

accurate when compared to an attempt to get almost every single

detail and variable possible into the analysis. Not only did it

consume a lot of time, but the reward in terms of improved

accuracy against what has become the dominant Safinah approach

proved not to be worth it (even for the additional expense). The

Safinah approach has been much improved by Ralitsa Mihaylova

in recent years).

Two projects do stand out in my mind. One was carried out

for Arch Biocides as the TriButylTin (T)BT biocide came into

force their Pyrithione booster biocide (as used in Head and

Shoulders shampoo) was becoming the booster biocide of choice

for many of the new formulations and they need to project demand

for factory capacity and location. I was under considerable

pressure to deliver the study on a tight time schedule and was

about a week from finalising the numbers when the client called

and asked for an estimate to give to their board. I caveated what I

could and gave a number.

A week later I was able to provide a final number and a few

days later much to my surprise I was told by the client that they

did not think the number was accurate based on some figures they

had from one of the top three paint companies in the world. I

diplomatically told them that our numbers were correct and that

the numbers they had got were wrong.

A few weeks later they called me back to say they had a

meeting with the paint company head of Anti Fouling (AF)

development and the head of AF marketing and asked for their

estimates and they disagreed with each other. When the client
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offered our number and told them that Safinah had carried out the

work, they both said that as they knew the approach taken by

Safinah (building demand from the bottom up, rather than broad

estimate values) and that the Safinah number would be the most

accurate even though it was significantly different to the estimates

they worked with – it of course meant that they had exaggerated

their market share – which came as no surprise).

Our initial work with Jotun was driven by a gentleman

called Mr Trond Lia, and I recall he asked us to undertake a

number of projects at the time to support their marine team. The

most important of which was to prepare for him a presentation to

give to one of the big four consulting companies who were

providing advice to Jotun on future strategies. A few years later I

was contacted by the same consulting company asking me to

review a market forecast they had done for another paint supplier,

when I suggested the fee for doing this, they assured me that they

had no budget for that…so I declined.

Perhaps our biggest challenges arose from Sherwin

Williams, who at that time were looking to become a more

prominent global player and targeted the marine and protective

coating sectors, this led to a long term relationship with them, to

look at the market demand in over 20 countries and the

undertaking of a long translation effort (led by Rachel) to get their

data sheets ready for the increased global presence (she assures

me she still has flashbacks).

Luminous Technologies was another really interesting

project, the idea was to comply with a United States Military

Specification (US MilSpec) requirement for ballast tank coatings
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and the concept of adding a luminous pigment into the coatings,

that when inspected using Ultra Violet (UV) light would reveal

defects in coating or poor dry film thickness. The success with that

was the branding agreed with the paint supplier allowed for the

Luminous Technology logo to be on the can of paint.

Some paint company projects were fun and interesting like

designing the format of technical data sheets, or naming products and

even helping to decide where a new laboratory should be located.

European projects and a complaint 
from Meyerwerft in Germany

“Starving research and development 
is like eating seed corn.” 

MITT ROMNEY, SENATOR FOR UTAH

One of the early major projects was ECOPaint. This was an

European Union (EU) Framework 4 funded project led by

Meyerwerft in Germany together with the Odense shipyard,

Terremare (an environmental consulting company from Germany),

Newcastle Occupational Health (worker exposure), GT Freese (A

German paint contractor), DNV (Norway), SYNPO (Czech

Republic) and Safinah, managed by BALance Technology

Consulting of Germany (and a Safinah shareholder). This and its

subsequent sister project ECODock were aimed at focussing on the
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impact on Health, Safety and the Environment (HS&E) of coating

activities at new construction and in dry-dock.

The Safinah end of the project was initially handled by

Roger Vaughan and me, in terms of reading the contract and

signing it off and then taken on by Matt Hambling as our first

employee. He subsequently handed over to Lynda Speed on his

departure and Lynda managed the majority of our six or so

subsequent EU projects (anything to do with marine paint seemed

to attract us as a partner, with the exception of a couple on anti-

fouling technology projects).

One thing we did was set up a project partner group made

up of the major paint suppliers. 

–  Hempel – Mr Kim Schiebel

–  Jotun – Mr Miles Buckhurst

–  Sigma – Mr Neil Phillips

–  International Paint – Paul Hutchinson/Clive O’Leary

It was a great learning experience and Lynda managed the project

remarkably well. The findings helped guide other thoughts and

developments that would mature overtime into the knowledge

bank of Safinah.

At the end of it, we revised our website, as the client base

had grown and a refresh was needed and listed client companies

on the new site. Shortly after that we received an email from

Meyerwerft shipyard, asking why they were not mentioned as

clients of Safinah (together with a very nice framed aerial view of

the yard). We rectified the issue promptly.
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Japan calling

When I was studying my PhD and working at A&P Appledore, I

developed a passion for many things Japanese and learnt to admire

their incremental approach to improving production and systems

development as well as the real importance of quality. I admired their

approach production and the associate culture, which as for

continuous improvement. Dr Shenoi of IHI famously stated that

while the west may think that Japanese workers are robot like, it was

in fact the management systems that ensured the workers had the

right tools and material at the right time to the right quality that

ensured they were more productive than their western counterparts. 

At the time Hitachi was seen as the world leader in the

production of Oil Tankers, in particular with productivity levels

that could not be matched by other yards.

Sitting in the office one day, I was surprised to have received

a call from them. We had worked for Japanese clients previously,

in particular providing advice at national level on the upcoming

IMO Performance Standard for Protective Coatings for dedicated

seawater ballast tanks (IMO PSPC) regulations, but a consulting

assignment with a Japanese yard had eluded us and I had long

thought it would-be a statement to indicate that we really had

something world class to offer.

Hitachi not only called but within a day sent someone to

come and meet with us.

I cannot recall being so excited about something and sitting

there thinking who is it I can tell that could understand the

importance of what was happening. I called Roger first and then
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my good friend Mr Peter Williams as they both having been ex-

A&P Appledore, would have an understanding. Over time the

company secured other work for Hitachi and other Japanese

shipyards as well as working with two of the Japanese paint

manufacturers, some Japanese government agencies, and

developing a longer term ongoing relationship with a key raw

material supplier to the industry.

South Korea calling

While work with South Korean yards actually started quite early

(Hyundai), it has taken a long time to develop the relationships.

Much success was gained with STX before the recession in 2008

created problems for them, but slowly the relationship with

Samsung and HHI has developed over time and has indicated we

do still have much to offer.

Yachts

From a base of absolute zero, we got our first break early on, which

was a subcontract job to look at some tanks on a yacht, on behalf

of another consulting company. Andy Hopkinson undertook that

task. Some years later Charles Atkinson took the lead to get us

slowly into the yachting sector. Two major events coloured how

we approached the sector. The first was a request from Blohm and

Voss B&V) to visit them to look at issues with a project they had

been running. We were managing another project at the yard (that
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was using the same paint and had used the problem project as a

reference point). We strongly believed this would be a conflict and

told B&V clearly. After about two weeks they reverted and said that

despite the conflict they would accept our involvement. What we

finally agreed to do was to undertake a free visit and give an oral

report at the end of the day. This was done.

Consequently, we realised we had stumbled into a bit of a

hornets nest. I received a phone call from a major coating supplier

asking “what we were doing in the yacht sector”. I visited the person

to be told in no uncertain terms that we were upsetting an established

little consortium of companies (paint suppliers, consultants and

applicators) that pretty much worked together to ensure all was

controlled in the yacht market. We chose to ignore that threat and

made Sandy Kirkwood head of Yacht, and were contacted by Burgess,

which became and remains a tremendous customer.

The Burgess connection was one of many that emanated

from former students that I had the privilege of teaching while at

Newcastle University. This theme would become a common one

on many occasions and result in the rolling of many eyes in the

office every time a former student working for some company or

another made contact for some assistance.

One memorable project was undertaken as we were

appointed by two parties in dispute (the builder and the applicator

(paint contractor) on a new build yacht. Each side appointed a

consultant and we were asked to work together to provide a

definitive report. The conclusion was that the likely root cause lay

in the design of the yacht (the builder was our client) and

unfortunately we had to present the bad news. They were upset
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and declined to pay the final part of the bill for one year. At which

time we convened a meeting of all parties and listened to their

complaints. At the end of which they said in effect they were

looking for a discount, we demonstrated clearly that all their

complaints had not only been addressed but that the paperwork

was also in their possession to prove it (the QAMS system really

worked for us). There was about £5k outstanding and so I issued

them a pre-prepared credit note for the full amount and asked them

very politely to leave the office and never ask us to work for them

in future (we did). The key person from the builder then left them

and set up his own business and are regular clients of Safinah.

While Safinah faces stiff competition in the Yacht market,

there is no doubt that for large new builds it is the market leader

and the refit sector is slowly growing.

Insurance and litigation

This was a long and slow process to develop the market and the

demand for Safinah. For many years the market had been pretty

much driven by two competitors, who were the first port of call of

law firms and insurance companies. 

On the insurance side we had three big breakthroughs:

–  Zurich Global, retained us through what was then Steege

Kingston loss adjustors and we were up against a claim of

$80million made by one of the oil majors. With a little bit of

digging and a final meeting at Copenhagen Airport with 12

people for the oil company, it took about four hours to settle for
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$40million and after the Oil Major admitted they could not go

back to their board with that number, the insurance company

offered to go to $45million and our reputation was established.

–  Work with Groupama insurance came about from a marketing

trip to Le Havre that Andy Hopkinson and I made to meet Mr

Bruno Saverys. It transpired that they used about 25 different

coating companies around the world to support their

insurance backed paint guarantees and after getting a trial

contract from them and sending in our reports, we were asked

to a meeting with a view to take on all their business world-

wide, which they estimated was worth about $750k. We

geared up by establishing the International Independent

Coating Inspector Network, IICIN, (this was done before the

rival set up, much to their chagrin). The problem was that this

set up was finally established circa 2006 and so just before the

2008 recession hit. While we made money from the work, it in

effect resulted with many small value invoices and finally

around 2013 we sold it for one euro to Bruno Savrys and his

wife as we felt the liabilities outweighed the benefits to us. It

still runs (at time of writing) and still uses the website we

designed. Of course in one way now Safinah Group with its

inspection capabilities is a competitor to IICIN, but the

popularity of insurance backed paint guarantees has reduced

as Bruno was the main driver for them in the market and left

the industry to acquire a paint company in Belgium called

Zinga Metal, and along the way become a share holder in

Safinah Ltd.
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–  The third element was P&I club work (Protection and

Indemnity), which we developed with the London based clubs

and of course the North of England Club in Newcastle, since

then the company has had success with Norwegian Clubs and

still remains the go to company for any complex issues.

The legal work was a slow burn, but really developed from the

IMO PSPC (International Maritime Organisation Performance

Standard for Protective Coatings) regulation and some articles I

wrote under the nom de plume of “Matt E Lowe” (Matelot) for

PCE Magazine. My true identity was only known to the editor

(Brian Goldie) and me, and led to a number of arbitration cases on

IMO PSPC as a result of those articles, with lawyers looking to

appoint Matt E Lowe as an expert.

The size of the claims we handled slowly and steadily grew

and by 2018 this sector was accounting for about 25% of the

company turnover. This was a healthy percentage as it prevented

us from being seen only as an expert witness company and the

other work we did gave the company much credibility. The

retirement of many of the established players left us pretty much

the only game in town and we had two cases that were settled by

the other side when they found out we had been appointed by

their opposition. We also had one case where both sides were

arguing about who had contacted us first (we declined to work for

either as it was the only professional solution we could find).

More recently the insurance market has woken up to the

cost of coating failures and the risks, and both in the UK and

Norway there is activity to educate underwriters and loss adjusters
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into the issues and risks, with Andy Hopkinson, Michael Aamodt

and me active in the different markets.

Classification societies

It is sufficient to say that the Class societies have a passing interest

in coatings, mainly through their consulting arms. However, over

the 20 years Safinah has worked for American Bureau of Shipping

(ABS) , DNVGL, Lloyds Register and RINA (Italian classification

society – Registro Italiano Navali) on coating issues. The work

peaked during the introduction of the IMO PSPC into version one

of the common structural rules, but then waned when in version

two of the rule the coating element was effectively left to the flag

state. Class still act as the Recognised Organisation to audit all

aspects of the IMO PSPC, a task which our market studies (Oliver

White) indicated they are neither well suited for or executing very

well in the eyes of the market.

We await a re-draft of the IMO PSPC as it is a technically

flawed regulation, but I fear this may be a long time coming.
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The protective market

This market was always a challenge for us, while it holds the record

for our most expensive consulting contract (£1 million in fees), it

has proven erratic. We have had some notable projects but most of

them have been driven by failures and/or litigation/insurance

claims. They have however been very lucrative as the risks insured

and the potential lost income is huge.

Two projects stand out for their outcomes, both worked on

by Alan Guy and myself.

The first was for a major gas supplier for an FLNG (Floating

Liquified Natural Gas vessel) project. They had employed a well

known engineering company to do the work and I got a phone call

from a friend asking me for a favour to just give a quick review of

the paint specification. I offered to do it for free thinking it would

be an afternoon’s work, but it transpired that the specification had

a couple of concerning flaws. The free afternoon’s consulting

resulted in over two years work for Alan primarily and the

subsequent dismissal of the of the lead corrosion engineer at the

engineering firm as a result of misconduct on his part.

The second was a project for a wind turbine manufacturer

who wanted a review of their paint specifications. Alan found that

their external specification was weaker than that for the internals

for corrosion protection and the reduced specification saved them

considerable sums of money per annum, and weight.

At time of writing the on going depression in investment in

the Oil and Gas sector has seen more activity in the wind sector for

us, but we have yet to secure a longer term market presence. There
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is no doubt that for large claims Safinah is a preferred supplier of

expertise but there are competitors steadily emerging for this sector. 

Professional technical and engineering services

If I have one regret it would be that we were not able to sustain

this division after the sale of the business. I had a desire to leave

on the Tyne an independent naval architecture consulting business

as part of Safinah, as I could see the earlier we were involved in

projects the greater the opportunity to influence all factors that

could impact through life coating performance.

The demise of the Babcock International office on Tyneside

and the availability of David Dobson and Keith Hutchinson, made

the decision to set this up easy. They brought with them not only

work, but a very qualified team and a wide range of contacts and

the team performed well, until the oil price drop around 2020. For

the new owners this was a diversification from the core activity of

Safinah and arguably they were right. Perhaps in this instance I had

let my heart rule my head, but I think strategically it was the right

thing to do for the longer term, as if the concept of a coating

engineer is to emerge you need those skill sets to compliment those

of the chemists and inspectors (as I hope my career has proven). 

Its demise was a result of the drop in oil prices 2018/2019

and the subsequent push on emissions management and while the

sector was still covering more than its costs, TPO did not see it as

a good fit in the group as a core activity. While Keith continues to

develop it, I cannot help but feel an opportunity has been missed.
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Software development

Despite a number of attempts, we reluctantly concluded that as

far as software development, Safinah is not well suited for this.

Our first attempt was the VOC manager project, led by Andy

Hopkinson, which we managed to break even on by selling four

packages to clients. Developed with our shareholders at BALance

in Germany, it took too long to develop and we realised we did not

really have the resources to run a software arm.

For the second development, Elcoship, we teamed up with

Elcometer (with tremendous support from The late Ian Sellars and

his son Michael as well as Mr John Fletcher) and in effect gave

them a free license to develop the software in return for some

share of subsequent sales. Although they did a great job developing

the software, it was in the end, too complex and was overtaken by

a number of competitors offering systems that did similar things

but had a cost and planning element to them.

Norman Johnston was probably responsible for our best bit

of software which was Coating Calculator. This was developed to

give away as a freebie and was used by many people. However, as

computer system security became more important, clients were

reluctant to download or accept it on a USB stick. 

When Maersk had a massive cyber attack in about 2018/19,

I was contacted by their coating manager, Jorn Kahle, asking me

for a new copy as he had lost the original and found it a very useful

tool. High praise indeed from one of the world’s preeminent

shipping lines.
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Our final attempt was PORTShield, this had been a JDA with

AkzoNobel and aimed at taking advantage of the guidelines disused

by IMO on the management of hull borne invasive aquatic species.

While the experience was worthwhile, working with AkzoNobel

proved to be cumbersome and the resultant tool too complex. The

issue of the the limitations on potential end users and AkzoNobel’s

early significant overestimation of the market (it was about x30 our

assessment), has seen the development drag out and the project

likely to terminate at time of writing. This is rather sad, but in

hindsight we may have been better off developing it ourselves, we

would have moved quicker and made it simpler.

Special projects

A brief mention must be made of the Special Projects work that

Safinah undertakes, ably led by Ralitsa Mihaylova. In effect this is

the guardian of the knowledge development of Safinah and

responsible for ensuring the knowledge base grows through

research at universities and other project developments and more

ideas such as:

–  Laser cleaning of underwater hulls

–  The use of UV light for fouling prevention 

–  The development of the internal database of dry-dock repairs

that allows Safinah to track the performance of coating products.

–  It is also responsible for publicising the numerous articles and

papers that the Safinah team produce.
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The miracle paint

On a number of occasions Safinah was approached by companies

or individuals that made incredible claims about the performance

of some paint product they had developed.

Perhaps the most memorable was an approach from a UK

based client who was in the interior decoration business who had

come across a product from their homeland that they claimed

would solve all the worlds corrosion problems and had purchased

the rights to sell it in the UK and mainland Europe.

On initial discussions it was clear that it defied several natural

laws. It was claimed that it penetrated steel to a significant depth

and therefore created a barrier to corrosion and in fact if the steel

was already corroded, the product penetrated below the corrosion

and created a barrier that would prevent further corrosion. Most

dramatically it was claimed that it could do this at a film thickness

less than 1/10th of existing established technologies.

We reviewed the test results which were suspect to say the

least. Further discussions indicated that it was in fact a converter

paint (a very common and well established technology). 

We recommended to the client not to pursue it, but they

were insistent and indicated that the the owners of the technology

were having it tested by oil majors and defence contractors around

the world, but that no results had yet come back.

We then suggested that if they were committed to pursue it,

that to cover themselves from any liabilities they should undertake

a standard accelerated corrosion test over 1,000hrs.
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Panels were created of the product, a similar product on the

market, and a number of market leaders. The panels were sent to an

independent IMO approved laboratory and the 1,000hrs test began.

After 500hrs the panels were examined and we advised the

client to save money and discontinue the test as the coating had

clearly failed. They were adamant that what we were seeing was

corrosion above the barrier layer that had penetrated the steel and

we should continue. At 1,000hrs it was evident to us that the

product was totally unfit for purpose and reported accordingly to

the client, with photographic cross sections showing the complete

corrosion of the panels and no presence of some barrier layer

within the parent metal.

Safinah also came across several other miracle products in

the fouling prevention field, with similar results.

One product that showed remarkable promise was claimed

to generate an engineered surface on application that trapped air

and so prevent water contacting the surface thus preventing

corrosion. However the producers were unable to generate any form

of consistency and it seemed hit or miss. This turned out to be the

largest single unpaid debt that Safinah incurred £15k of which had

been paid in advance on a post dated cheque. The producer sadly

went bankrupt before we could cash the cheque. I believe it is still

in the company safe. However, given that over 20 years we had less

than £20k in unpaid debts, we accepted it with good grace and

remained grateful for the excellent customers we had. While we had

to wait sometimes to be paid (two years was the longest) we were

always paid in full even when the reports did not perhaps provide

the answers our clients would have liked or wanted.
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12
Dropping clangers 

“Mistakes are the growing 
pains of wisdom” 

WILLIAM GEORGE JORDAN, 

WRITER/EDITOR



Not everything was smooth sailing of course, we did drop some

clangers. The first one I recall was an email exchange between

Rodney and I, in which we referred to having got “the client on

the hook”, unfortunately we managed to copy the client in on the

conversation. Fortunately they did give us the work in the end, but

that was an “ouch moment” and a wake up as to the dangers of

emails and the power of “REPLY to ALL.”.

Naturally there were others but the one that stands out the

most was when our own sense of humour took us too far. A project

was struggling because we had personality clashes with the clients

representative. A letter of concern was drafted to their boss and it

was reviewed by two people internally, it was edited and some

remarks in poor taste were included in the letter for internal

consumption/humour. These were duly edited out of the final

version. unfortunately the wrong version was sent to the client. 

I was needless to say more than disappointed but I think we

showed our metal by immediately refunding the clients money and

apologising and using an external Human Resource (HR)

consultant to undertake a review to determine what would be an

appropriate outcome.

Fortunately the client shortly after got rid of that particular

representative and was satisfied enough with our response to give

us on going work over the next several years.

We then followed the advice of Lynda Speed as much as we

could, which was do not put in writing anything you would not want

to appear on the front page of the Sun newspaper, we have largely

succeeded and avoided any further big clangers. I am sure many

smaller ones have taken place, but every one has got smarter at
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hiding them from me. I did unearth the odd one when I did private

calls to clients at random to get feedback on our performance.

I would like to say that this was the biggest clanger we

dropped. while there were other mistakes, they very much fell into

the minor category and we always took an opportunity to look at

how they could be prevented from a repeat by continuously

reviewing our systems of control.
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13
Miscellany 

“There have been ups and downs but it has
taught us a lot in life. Going with the team

through those ups and downs is a 
terrific journey.” 

SACHIN TENDULKA



This chapter is a catch all for the challenges, curiosities and fun

things that happen when building a business.

It is lonely at the top

Without doubt it can be lonely at the top, but one could say it can

be murder at the bottom. From a personal viewpoint, although I

had the support of the board and the loyalty and support of the

team (for which I am eternally grateful and wonder how or why I

deserved it), there were many times when I felt not only alone but

that the burden was simply too great for my shoulders. I am not

sure what made me get up each morning, but I can honestly say it

was not until about 2017 that I started having the odd days where

I wished I was not at work. The lack of holidays (my fault) and the

marriage to Denise did make me re-evaluate. However, somehow

the passion in what I wanted to do and achieve in the coating

engineering discipline is still there, I just do not have the energy

of my younger self.

Having people you could rely on morally and in terms of

experience (Rachel, Roger, John and Tor), and capable support in

the form of all the consultants and someone prepared to challenge

(Sandy Kirkwood), we somehow built an unbeatable, motivated

team who worked hard and had fun, who all worked for the

greater good and I think and hope largely believed in what we

were trying to do for the industry.

I am not sure how you measure success, for me the money

has been incidental to the belief we were trying to improve things.
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They say you are lucky if you can share your greatest

moments with just one or two people, to that extent I feel blessed

to have shared so many moments with so many employees who

are friends.

Money

It took many years for the shareholders to start to see a return and

it was not until about year ten that the company was stable. We

had some scares such as not winning a contract for six months and

by the third year having only enough money for one month in the

bank. At the last scare we had money for about six months and

then the board made a decision to keep a one year reserve and the

release of pressure meant that everyone was more relaxed and

consequently sales and turnover improved.

The shareholders I think got a great return over the 20

years  and with the sale and of course on a personal level the

outcomes exceeded my expectations, but did not achieve the key

thing which was to significantly change the status of coatings in

the relevant industries.

Pay rises and bonuses were as challenging as for any

business and I hope that we steered a good balance between

reward and investment for the future and stability of the business.

For me one of the funniest years was when we not only gave pay

rises and bonuses but also gave everyone a free iPad. I got more

thank you email for the iPads than I ever got for the wage rises or

the bonuses.
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Leading the team

“Managers spends their days telling people to do
things they may not want to do or believe in. 

A leader inspires people to do things they do not
believe they could do.”

ANON

I hope I proved to be a good leader. I wanted to set the example

and to live by the same rules as the team. While I wanted to lead

democratically there were of course times when I had to be

autocratic, but I like to think that I employed great people and let

them get on with their job with as little interference from me as

possible and supported them.

We always told recruits that we would throw them in at the

deep end and that their job was to yell for help when they needed it.

I worked hard to have a “no blame” culture as all my work

on quality told me that this was the best and quickest way to

identify mistakes and made putting them right easier. This

resulted in a very open environment where people felt able to

confess to weaknesses and doubts without the fear that they would

somehow be unnecessarily harshly disciplined. Even when it

became clear that some people had lost interest in the goals of the

company we hopefully gently encouraged them to move on

(fortunately these were very rare occasions – three in 20 years). 
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Adventures

The first story must be about Sandy and the volcano. He got stuck

in Marseilles when the volcano eruption in Iceland took place in

2010. This pretty much stopped all flights and Sandy was stuck.

Even Jamie at “Corporate Traveller” (the best travel agent we ever

had by far), couldn’t get him back and he had been stuck for about

four days. So I took matters in my own hands, and arranged a car

hire to get him to Caen and an overnight ferry to Poole and a pick

up by Tony Chambers a friend of mine who ran a minicab in

Portsmouth and got him home in about 48 hours.

The second story is about the first job that required a DFT

gauge. I did not have one and had to borrow one from the

Newcastle office of Jotun (thank you John Lewis). 

The third story that comes to mind relates to the lost safe

combination (which was found) as the safe held a bad cheque for

about £15k from the one client who went bust on us (Scottish

company – that Sandy pursued, typical).

The fourth is of our getting an enquiry from a client we

really did not want to work for. I drafted a proposal and Sandy and

I discussed it. Did we want to do it? We decided to price ourselves

out of the job by doubling the fees. It only took the client 15

minutes to accept the proposal. We were not sure if we were happy

or angry about that.

The yacht team had undertaken to support a client in a very

acrimonious dispute. Some time later the other side approached

us for work for them. The Yacht team did not want to work for the

client, but I persuaded them that we could charge a premium to
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see if he had a claim, which it turned out he did and they found

working for him rather than against him was quite good. 

The challenge of consulting is how do you charge for

knowledge that has been accrued over many years. For example,

Alan Guy could produce a starter formulation for clients fairly

quickly as a result of his 40 plus years as a formulating chemist. This

was always a challenge and only occasionally were we really able to

charge what I consider a true value for the knowledge we brought

to some clients, which saved them millions in many instances. 

Feeding the masses

Since my move to the Northeast of England in 1983, my mother

had been in the habit of sending me the occasional “red cross”

parcel of some home made Arabic pastries. When I was single I

would take them to the office and all the team would really enjoy

them, making mums few visits to the last two offices very

memorable. Once I married Densie there was a struggle, as I had

to apportion some of the pastries for the team and her. They were

always a highlight moment when they arrived.

The USA and 9/11 security measures

Perhaps one of the stories I have dined out on the most is the

aftermath of the tragedy that was 9/11. Being a muslim (of sorts…I’ll

drink to that). I was as shocked as many people around the world of

people proclaiming they were do ing such things in the name of God.
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I had been in the Twin Towers at the observatory 6 weeks

before with my sister Shehda on a short holiday in new York.

I had to visit Naval Sea Systems Command in Washington

DC a few weeks after (they had been moved out of the Pentagon

building to the old navy yard in DC) and I was a little anxious, (to

say the least). As I passed immigration in the USA, it became clear

that my full passport name of Mohamed Raouf Abdul Karim AL-

Kattan, and my place of birth as Baghdad and my profile of being

single and dangerously overeducated, together with being in my

mid 40’s clearly identified with the profile of someone with

terrorist potential. As I walked through I noticed that the guy

behind me was mouthing something like “search him” and low and

behold I was all of a sudden pulled aside for a “random” search.

This randomness was pushed to the limit as I was selected for a

random search on about 20 consecutive visits. On my subsequent

visit to the USA I was taken aside for interview and provided with

what they termed an FIN number. and a 50 page booklet to read.

After getting through immigration and customs I had a face

to face standoff with a Marine at the gates to NAVSEA and had to

wait for someone to come and tell him to stand down and let me in.

So all went well, I got into a rhythm which required a post

arrival interview at immigration that often comprised a two to three

hour wait and an exit interview pre-departure. Even passing through

USA in transit to go to Canada, I landed at the airport had to race to

another terminal for the entrance interview and then run back to

another terminal for the exit interview and then go for the connection.

The most memorable trip was to the naval base in Key West.

I was flying into Miami with a connection to Key West. It seems
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while I was in the air, for some reason (nothing to do with me) the

security alert level in the USA was raised. On arrival at Miami I

was sent as usual for my interview, it was about 20:00hrs. I waited

a few hours and was called up for my interview and we ran into

two problems. the first being that I was staying on the naval base,

the second was that my security clearance was higher than the

immigration officer who wanted to interview me.

So he asked me to wait for his supervisor. I waited another hour

and he came back to me and said I should just go. I got as far as the

customs barrier, when I felt a hand on my shoulder and the officer

asked me to return as his supervisor wanted to conduct an interview.

I went back and was being asked why I was staying at the

naval base and what I was going to do there. I suggested the best

thing was for him to call my contact at the naval base and they

would provide him with the required information. After about an

hour, he finally did so and very quickly said I was free to go.

I landed in key West around midnight. I got into a taxi and

asked to be taken to the base to be told that the base was locked

down because of a security alert. He offered to drop me off within

100m, so I said yes.

It was therefore with some trepidation that I walked the last

100m to the base. At about 30m the lights came on, a weapon was

cocked and the shout “Halt who goes there” went up. I was

wheeling a suitcase and a had a rucksack on my back and a bit

worse for wear after a long trip. I announced my name with as

much confidence as I could and with a very heavy English accent

to have the reply come back “Its the Brit, come on in”. There was

no search no pat down no nothing.
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I passed pleasant few days and got a chance to visit the

Hemingway museum and Margaritaville (Jimmy Buffet’s first

restaurant – some quotes form his song appear in this book). 

I headed back to the airport at Key West and checked in to be

told that my flight had a three hour delay, but that my connecting

flight to Amsterdam was also delayed three to four hours and so I

would make the connection. I checked in and sat in Key West airport,

as there were not many facilities, so to kill time I finally decided I

should read the 50 page booklet I had been given some months ago.

Panic set in. It seemed that I was only allowed to enter or leave

the USA by 50 airports and Charleston where my connection was,

was not on the approved list. That is I could not get an exit interview

there. I thought what the hell, I am going to make a dash for it.

We landed at Charleston and I just ran to the KLM gate and

was let to board and had been upgraded to business class and felt

an incredible sigh of relief when the wheels left the runway.

On landing at Amsterdam, I walked to my connecting flight

and was first in the queue to board. I presented my boarding card

to be told I had been bumped off my flight even though I was there

on time, they had assumed I would not make the connection

because of the delays. So I had to pass an additional eight hours

on a Sunday to get the flight to Newcastle.

No sooner did I get home then I compiled all my paperwork

and sent a letter of apology to the US embassy in London and

advised them that I was safely home.

They sent me back a curt latter saying that if it were to

happen again I would no longer be allowed into the USA and I was

now required to apply for a visa. 
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To apply for a US visa requires three letters of support, so

time for some fun.

One letter from Naval Sea Systems Command, one letter

from General Dynamics shipbuilding, and one letter from the

National Ship Research Programme. 

I duly turned up at the Embassy in London for my interview

and I must say it was very efficient. The first interview is with an

administrator who sits behind bullet proof glass and simply checks

all forms have been properly completed and fees have been paid.

The second interview is with a US official (behind even thicker

bullet proof glass) and they read everything. he got to the letters

and read them over several times, then looked at me and asked

“what is it you exactly do for the navy”? I replied “I cannot possibly

tell you that, you should ask them directly”. He looked at me,

smiled and issued the visa.

All my troubles were over, or so I thought. On my next visit

to the USA I was taken aside for an interview as they could not

work out why I had a visa.

In the end all was sorted and normality resumed, and I must

say throughout the immigration people were professional polite

and courteous even when their system marked me as a confirmed

Mexican drug dealer. I will miss those little asides to work.

I did tell the team that the main challenge was while waiting

to be interviewed you had to remain seated, could not read or make

any phone calls. Only Sandy Kirkwood could get reprimanded for

doing some mental arithmetic while waiting (true story).
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The shareholders

If I was to change anything, then when I started the business I

would have kept a percentage of shares to put into an employee

share options scheme. It is to the credit of the founding shareholders

that they willingly surrendered shares to allow some shares to be

allocated for employees who were eligible to benefit at the time of

the sale.
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14
Running a business

“There are three rules for running a business;
fortunately we don’t know any of them.” 

PAUL NEWMAN



The start up

“Train people so they can leave. Treat them well
enough so they don’t want to.”

SIR RICHARD BRANSON

There were many aspects of running a business that I was not

prepared for and really struggled with.

While the process of setting up a company is relatively

simple and inexpensive, I had totally underestimated the

importance of name and branding and how difficult it can be to

get it right and the need for professional help.

I also am grateful that, while paying over the odds to employ

Eversheds, that it was essential to ensure that the company was

structured in a manner to ensure the protection of the

investors/shareholders, and that the process of investment was

clear and transparent to all.

My regret here is that I had not anticipated the growth of the

business and so did not set aside an allocation of shares into an

employee share scheme, which we later corrected to a limited extent.

The target market was heavy duty coatings and my analysis

broke it down as shown in the figure below and represents the

market value of each sector. The numbers show the order in which

we addressed the market and developed our services. The final

step (Maintenance and Repair) was addressed by the selling of the

business to TPO to provide the full 360 degree service.
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Recruitment

“It doesn’t make sense to hire smart people then
tell them what to do; we hire smart people so

they can tell us what to do.” 
STEVE JOBS

The next big challenge was recruitment. Roger and I had agreed

that we did not think it appropriate to build a company based on

some loose affiliation of associates, but to have a proper business
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17%
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47%
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15%



with employees. If we could not achieve that then we did not really

have a business case.

The first attempt to recruit coincided with the award of the

ECOPaint project and the move to the office at Chantry Place. The

board, comprising Roger, Julie, and me simply got it wrong on the

basis that we did not question what was needed enough. It was no

real surprise that it did not work out.

By the second round of recruitment things were much better

and then we developed a system that seems to have worked for 20

years resulting in only two more poor appointments.

That comprised a three step process:

–  CV review to determine of the candidate was suitably

qualified and had sufficient experience.

–  A meeting with myself, not an interview, but more an

interpersonal exchange to see if we could simply get on as

people. On one such occasion one candidate offered to pass

me confidential material from their employer (that pretty

much terminated our interest in them).

–  They would then meet the team. They would spend a few

hours with me in the office and then would present to the

team in effect 3x15 minute presentations: (1) about themselves,

(2) about their experiences and (3) to teach the Safinah team

something new. That seemed to work well.

–  The afternoon (after signing a suitable NDA) they could sit

with any team members in the office (say 20min each) and just

have a chat with them about the work and what they did etc.
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At the end of the day or the next morning the Safinah team would

meet and discuss if this was a person we wanted to work with and

what their strengths and weaknesses were. A positive response

would result in an offer (not always accepted). It seemed to work.

Landlords

We always paid our rent on time, and looked after the offices. We

took out five year leases with a three year break but with two of the

offices the landlords were difficult when we did finally leave after

the five years.

What I learned, is that the start of the lease and its

termination is probably worth spending the extra time on to

minimise issues such as retained deposits, for no reason and

providing the formal paperwork to ensure that the contract is

properly concluded. It did lead to one adventure for Rachel, having

to prepare for a small claims court to declare a landlord bankrupt

because they had not returned our deposit. Fortunately for them

they paid 90% of it over a few days before the case came up. It was

an act of kindness on behalf of Rachel that advised them that we

were going to declare them bankrupt that prompted the fast re-

payment of most the money.
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Human Resources

“Accept that we are all Human Resources, but
we are humans first and resources later.”

RUTVIK OZA

“Unbuntu – I am because we are.” 
ARCHBISHOP DESMOND TUTU (ZULU WORD)

Managing people is challenging and I think there is a distinct

moment when you move from a personnel management mind set

to a human resource mindset. The implication is that personnel

become just numbers and as a company grows you risk losing the

personal touch.

We had spent the money and put in place a company

manual, thorough contracts of employment with suitable

compliance and disciplinary procedures, which were all tested

over time and worked.

We had tried annual reviews but they did not really work

when they were formal. Instead I would in an adhoc manner have

chats with team members as needed, and on two occasions

indicated to the appropriate team member that I could see they

were not enjoying their work and wondered if a career at Safinah

was really what they wanted. I believed that they needed to have

their own time to reflect on their life and what they needed to do.

I am pleased to say both moved on and seem to have been much

happier in their new roles and are still in touch form time to time.
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We did of course have on two occasions to let people go. One

was relatively easy as a process if not uncomfortable in that they did

not succeed in their probation period. The other was more good

fortune and luck. I had decided that an individual had to be

dismissed and after much agonising and assistance from Roger and

Julie we drafted a suitable termination letter. I went in that morning

with the intent of having the meeting and notifying them of the

termination of their employment, when they beat me to it and asked

for a meeting and announced that they were resigning with

immediate effect. To their credit they stayed on long enough to wrap

up some project work and allow it to be properly handed over.

We did update terms and conditions and the manual with

the help of any external HR consultant to keep us on the straight

and narrow.

We also introduced flexible working and thought the use of

ShipIT allowed people to wok remotely from home if that suited

them from time to time (very helpful for those with young families).
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Attention to detail

“Details matter. It’s worth waiting 
to get them right.” 

STEVE JOBS

I learnt from Roger during the branding process that if we were

going to do something we should always spend the time and

money to do it well. Well we had some fun. 

Clearly, we needed PPE, and in particular boiler suits that

at least matched the brand. We did not have a lot of money at the

time and thought we would see if we can get them cheaply from

China. We did, but none fitted (I say no more, other than things

have improved a lot since then).

The format of our proposals and reports was critical and has

stood the test of time, although as the company grew, variations

started to creep in, and it was not possible for me to stay on top of

it. However, the time taken to submit full proposals has stood the

company in good stead on a numerous occasions (I always told the

team that the proposal is the most important document we

produce for a client as it sets out what we will do and how we will

do it, and gets their agreement up front). We sometimes spent a

year discussing the scope of work with clients to get it right before

committing to a proposal. On one memorable occasion the legal

department of the client contacted us to say the report we had

produced was not good enough. We asked them to send us a

marked up copy, and one of the things they had done was delete
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the agreed scope of work (as set out in the proposal) and submit

an alternative. Needless to say they backed down and did pay.

Similarly clients have in the vast majority of cases

complimented us on our reports, in terms of content and quality. That

does not mean to say they were all perfect and some did not need a

lot of extra time and effort. The impact of those led to a 65% returning

customer rate and a 70% success rate in proposals submitted and

covered to contracts. Over the years that resulted in any year starting

with about a 30-40% confirmed order book against budget.

Budgets

“The secret of a budget is that it needs to be
honest. Not what you think it should be, or 

wish it could be, but what it really is.”
LISA CONWAY-HUGHES

Budgets as far as I was concerned , are aspirational documents. If

we could really predict the future then why bother doing anything

but play the stock market. 

The consulting work is “lumpy”, many of our contracts were

short term and the Yacht team were the only ones who could build

an order book, often a year or two in advance. The marine team

dealing with commercial shipowners were happy to have a two to

four week forward order book as most of the work was as a result

of coating failures.
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Try as we may we never managed to find a pattern, other than

every year we moved office, we had a relatively bad year (profits

dropped, only to recover and continue an upward trajectory the

following year)

The company growth and profits did show steady

growth over the 20 years, at a pace that was sustainable and some

may say unambitious. 

The way they were done was simple. We would create a

bottom-up budget with each sector and then review them at the

board and see if we could legitimately push anywhere for more,

and how that could be done.

I do not recall any complicated negotiations, and I certainly

do not recall any screaming and shouting at the end of the year if

budgets were missed. We made profits and once accounts were

finalised internally we would allocate money for bonuses, salary

increases and dividends in accordance to the guidance provided

by John Stubbs as CFO. All that would be done as part of a three

hour board meeting (rarely did they last longer).

Most importantly we were quite happy to invest profits into

resources for growth in lieu of dividends to shareholders and on

occasions that meant reduced bonuses to the team to ensure the

longer term security of the business and employment for all.
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Team building

“The nice thing about team work is that you
always have others on your side.” 

MARGRET CARTY

When the team was small and we could, we would often go out for

a team lunch, which was usually well attended. We would also

have a Christmas lunch.

However we also then started to have “away days” at first

once a year, with a half day of strategy and presentations by the

sector heads with the board present followed by some diverting

activity. The one that was approached with the least enthusiasm

was croquet at Lumley Castle, which however proved so

successful was done three years running (albeit moving to the

Newcastle Croquet Club at Exhibition Park.

I am told that there are people still reeling from some of

the games.

I also recall a memorable game of charades after one

Christmas party in front of the fireplace at the Jesmond Dene

House Hotel.
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Other management needs

“If you can’t describe what you are doing as a
process, you don’t know what your are doing.” 

W EDWARDS DEMING

I would love nothing more now than to expound on all the other

management systems that we had running that all seemed to run

so smoothly and cope with everything from Health and Safety
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issues to Emergency planning (after Morpeth floods), IT support,

bookkeeping etc.

I can’t, all I know is that at various times, Rachel, Lynda,

Clare, Joanne and Sophie simply managed it all smoothly and

never knowingly cracked under the pressure.

Where we failed

“Something deferred is not denied.” 
DAWN STALEY

Of course Safinah was not even close to perfect and if I had to pick

out the significant failures it was our inability to develop a system

of growing our next generation of consultants. Recruitment had

been based around finding really experienced people who were

perhaps disaffected with their jobs, had been recently made

redundant or looking for a change.

Despite funding Doctoral research and having interns, we

never really found a route to develop young people (by that I mean

someone with less than 15 years work experience in the industry)

on to become great consultants. That meant our average age was

always in the mid 50’s at least. 

I take that as a personal failure and I think it will be key to

the future success of Safinah. The acquisition by TPO Group,

would I hoped provide a possible route whereby employees

would  get experience in the field as inspectors and slowly rise to

become consultants.
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I cannot put my finger on it. We simply did not achieve it and

I am not sure whether we ever got buy in from the team to do that.

Perhaps in that area I was simply too ill-prepared and did

not commit enough to make it happen.

As a result succession planning was opportunistic rather

than planned. This of course may be an issue faced by many

smaller companies, and we did succeed in a few instances, but it

was not as well structured as one would have hoped it would be

after 20 years.

We did not totally eliminate a silo culture form emerging,

but I think we did a good job to manage the interactions between

each sector team as the business grows. However, we never found

a solution to get all people to work together all the time.

Perhaps with time we would have got all these things right,

but I accept that it is not a given.
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Afterthoughts

“I wasn’t having second thoughts but 
I was having thoughts.” 

JONATHAN SAFRAN FOER



It is never an easy question to answer, would you do it all again?

While I am sat here some 23 years on, the answer is a resounding

yes. I wonder if I had known that it would have cost me so much

mentally, emotionally and physically, if I would do it all again.

Every cloud has a silver lining and I believe it is not an issue

of would I do it again, but more a question of, why not me? 

As I look back it becomes clear how the development of

myself and my career drove me toward running a business of my

own and while I tried to minimise the risks of finally doing so at

age 42, I had not anticipated any of the challenges it posed to me.

The reality is, I could not have done it on my own. It was

only in the end the support of the team, family, friends and Denise,

that I was able to navigate through life and the career I had chosen.

A common question people ask me is do I miss not owning

and running Safinah and the answer is not at all. I believe I went

from being the inspiration to start the company to being the person

who held it back the most because of my desire to slow down. It is

possible to speculate that had we continued for a few more years

with Tor Svensen on the board, we may have grown either

generically or by acquisition, but I realise that had we done so my

style of management was not suited to the next steps. I had

avoided working for big companies all my career and Safinah is

now a big company. I take pride from the fact that the company

name and brand have out lasted me and I take pride in what was

achieved as a team. I like to think we did it in a style that was true

to the original precepts of establishing a “good” business run

responsibly and fairly for both the team and our clients. However

that is not for me to judge.
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All I can say is I tried and did give it my all. However, I blame

Bob Townsin for suggesting I write this book.

“Enjoy yourself, it’s later than you think 
Enjoy yourself, while you’re still in the pink 

The years go by, as quickly as you wink 
Enjoy yourself, enjoy yourself, 

it’s later than you think.” 
LYRICS BY THE SPECIALS, 1980 

AND MY FATHER’S FAVOURITE DITTY
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Postscript

It is now time to close the circle and once Safinah was acquired by

the TPO Group I found myself back in the Middle-East albeit not in

Iraq but in Dubai as the Group held its first “team meeting/strategy

day” to plan the future.

Somehow it seemed an apt landmark to start stepping down

from the business and leave it in the capable hands of the next

generation. If I have done my job properly, then they should (and

are) leading Safinah to greater success.

In my present semi-retired state I have been for a variety of

reasons dealing with senior coating people in three companies that

would be considered competitors to Safinah in certain sectors and

I was pleasantly surprised to learn that all of them wanted to join

the Safinah team at some point, and that they viewed Safinah as

the acme of the sector (I use acme advisedly, as not only does the

word mean the pinnacle as an acronym it stands for Air, Cathode,

Metal and Electrolyte, the four factors that have to be present for

corrosion to take place, so it seams apt).
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Raouf has a background in seafaring, academia, shipping,
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until 2018 when the business was acquired by TPO Group of

Denmark to create Safinah Group.

He worked globally with many leading shipbuilders and

shipowners (commercial and naval) on coating issues from design

to production with a focus on the improvement of the coating

processes in the marine, energy and infrastructure sectors.

Working with clients he developed a performance

specification approach to enable the correct technical assessment

of alternative paint scheme proposals that minimises costs and

risks associated with the lifetime of a project. This approach has

been proven on significant marine projects.

He worked with almost all the world’s leading coatings

companies and headed the product development teams of a

multinational company.

Working with major raw material suppliers and equipment

manufacturers he enabled them to establish the added value of

their products and assisted them to introduce novel technologies

successfully to the marketplace. 

He undertook assignments for investment houses and

venture capital firms seeking to invest in core coating markets.
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Raouf worked on catastrophic coating failure investigations.

He acted as an independent mediator between parties and was

called upon to give expert opinion in a number of legal disputes.
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It is estimated that the world spends 2 trillion dollars annually to

combat corrosion and prolong the life of high value assets. 

“We will most likely never realise the full importance of
painting the Tower, that it is the essential element in the
conservation of metal works and the more meticulous the

paint job, the longer the Tower shall endure.” 

GUSTAV EIFFEL, 1900 IN THE BOOK “THE 300M TOWER”

Almost 25 years ago, an idea was born to establish a marine and heavy duty

coating consultancy that would fill a gap in the market.

As construction techniques improved, the coating process emerged as a

troublesome bottleneck that was difficult to manage and engineer that needed

to be better integrated.

By the late 1980’s fabricators around the world were beginning to struggle as

the man-hours for painting increased relative to other processes resulting in

an increase in coating failures.

In 1991, Raouf Kattan was an academic at the University of Newcastle upon

Tyne in the Dept of Marine Technology and decided that this process merited

further research to understand the challenges it posed.

As a result he established Safinah Ltd. a consulting firm which over a period

of 20 years emerged as the pre-eminent coating consulting company globally. 

This is a personal story of the factors that influenced him from his early life

and the people who played a key part in the success of the company and of

course of how the company established itself as a world leader.    


